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Abstract 
!his report gives the details of water sanlpling methods and chemical analyses used during MLML participation 
In .the EOS MODIS investigations. It is intended to be used as a reference manual for those engaged in 
shIpboard work. 
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CTD and Hydrographic Casts 
The following outlines the sequence of events for 
making a CTD or Niskin bottle cast. 
Alert the ship's bridge that you wish to make a 
CTD cast. Check with the chief scientist to determine if 
the ship is on station, and determine water depth fronl 
the PDR. NEVER ASSUME a water depth. When in 
areas of large bathymetric relief monitor depth 
constantly during the cast. 
Two scientists and a ship's winch operator will 
make the CTD or hydro cast. The lead scientist has the 
responsibility for the safe handling of the CTD during 
launch and recovery and must insure that profile data are 
complete. that calibration samples are properly placed, 
calibration samples are correctly taken, and that the CTD 
or bottles are safely stowed. The second scientist must 
check all aspects of the CTD launch and recovery will 
operate the A-frame controls. 
Prepare the Station Log with Cruise Name, Vessel, 
Station Name and Number, Date, Observers Names, 
CTD sequential cast number, Latitude and Longitude. 
When recording start and finish times specify the Time 
Zone (+8 for PST, +10 for HST, +0 for GMT, etc). 
Ready the subsampling bottles for dissolved oxygen, 
salinity, TSM, pigments, nutrients, etc and record on the 
Field Log. Always use sampling bottles in numerical 
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sequence, top-down order. This reduces the likelihood 
of confusion. If using reversing theml0meters, record 
their serial numbers on the field log. 
Cock all Niskin bottles and set the carousel 
lanyards. Reverse all thermonleters and confirm that 
their mercury has reversed. Check all bottles to see that 
the air vents and stopcocks are closed. For a Niskin cast 
place, a messenger on each bottle except that at the 
bottom. 
When doing a Niskin bottle cast, determine the 
sample depth and record on Field Log. Then determine 
the meter wheel readings such that the first (and deepest) 
Niskin bottle is placed on the wire with the meter wheel 
reading o. The final meter wheel reading is equal to the 
surface-most depth plus the working height above the 
sea surface (usually 2 to 4 m). Do this simple procedure 
carefully to avoid much confusion later about the depth 
at which the bottles tripped. 
Just prior to the CTD cast tum on the deck unit and 
power up the instrunlent. Clean the transmissometer end 
windows with Kimwipes and alcohol until constant 
readings (approxinlately 85.5% transmission) are 
obtained. This requires coordination between the person 
on deck and the CTD cast operator. Check to readout 
fronl the CTD and note on the field log the value from 
the pressure transducer while the CTD is on deck. 
Repeat this process when the cast is retrieved. Remove 
the stopper on the CTD ducted inlet. FAILURE to do 
so will damage the oxygen electrode. 
Launch the CTD. The two scientists will guide the 
CTD/Carousel over the side in cooperation with the 
winchman. This may be a dangerous procedure. 
NEVER allow the CTD to swing freely. If seas are 
rough, use a tag line on the top of the Carousel frame to 
minimize swing. Remove the tag line when the 
instrument enters the water. 
Soak the CTD at the surface for several minutes to 
temperature equilibrate sensors. During this time 
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observe readouts from all sensors to insure their proper 
operation. Proceed with the cast. While doing a CTD 
cast monitor the winch speed. The ducted flow past the 
thermometer and conductivity sensor must match the 
descent rate of 30 m/min. The CTD operator must 
monitor the cast continuously and be aware of the 
changing bottom depth. The second scientist can used 
this time to make the surface observations. 
In nlaking a Niskin bottle cast, put the hydrographic 
wire over the side and lower the weight to 10 nleters. 
Ask the winchman to zero the meter wheel. Place the 
bottles on the wire using the bottom-most (the right­
hand bottle in the bottle rack) bottle first. Check 
stopcock, air vent, then reverse the thermometers, cock 
the bottles and attach a messenger to the release 
mechanism and snap on the hydro wire (except on the 
bottom bottle). Before lowering the bottle check that all 
lanyards are correctly fixed, stopcocks are closed, and 
mercury in thermometers has reversed. Repeat this for 
each sample bottle. 
When the Niskin cast has reached the deepest sampling 
depth, record the "DOWN" time and give the bottles 5 
minutes to flush and for the reversing thermometers to 
equilibrate. At this time make the surface observations: 
Surface Observations 
Secchi Find the disappearance depth when 
Depth lowering, again when raising the disk. 
Record the average of the two readings in 
meters. 
Munsell Observe the Munsell color of the Secchi 
Color	 disk at half its disappearance depth and re 
color of the sea itself. Record the 
Munsell color code (ie. BG7/6) 
Air Carefully swing the sling psychrometer 
Temperature on the windward side of the ship for two 
minutes. Read and record the wet and dry 
bulb temperatures to 0.1 0 C. 
Fathometer Obtain this from the PDR or ask the 
Depth bridge; record in m. 
Wind Obtain this from the ships anamometer, 
Speed average out gusts; record in knots. 
Wind Remember to account for ship's 
Direction heading; record in degrees true. 
Wave	 Estimate the height of highest 1/3 of 
Height	 the waves; record in feet 
Wave Time the passage of ten waves; record 
Period in seconds 
Wave Estimate direction of major sea or 
Direction swell; record in degrees true 
Barometric Read from ship's barometer; record in 
Pressure millibars 
Cloud	 Report as percent of sky covered; Cover 
record in percent 
Cloud Use cloud chart to identify cloud type 
Type (ie. Cir) 
Add comments for any unusual conditions or 
problems. It is particulary important when reducing data 
to account for exceptional circumstances. Human 
memory is usually insufficient. 
Retrieve Cast 
When doing a CTD cast, determine the calibration 
depths to trip Niskin bottles from the downcast profiles. 
Choose well-mixed layers so that conditions are not 
changing while the bottles flush. Establish criteria for 
bottle sampling. Water samples are taken to two reasons: 
first to charactrize water column features; secondl to 
provide calibration values for CTD optical sensors. For 
example, 5 bottles might be used to obtain water for 
TSM and pigment analyses to characterize particle and 
beam attenuation maxima. Samples to calibrate CTD 
sensors should be tripped over the entire range of 
variability, from surface to bottom to evaluate pressure 
dependency; at several positions within the thermocline 
to calibrate temperature transducer and especially to 
evaluate oxygen sensor response, and throughout the 
oxygen minimum. For remote sensing work, the surface 
layer is the most important, and water samples in the 
photic zone have precedence for TSM, POC, DOM, and 
plant pigmentes. 
When sampling strategy has been determined, 
retrieve the cast. No useful CTD data are acquired on 
the upcast, but profiling should be enabled to navigate to 
features of interest for bottle sampling. Stop at the 
desired sanlple depth and allow 30 seconds or more for 
bottle flushing before tripping the bottles. If reversing 
thermometers are used, complete equilibration requires 
5 minutes. During CTD calibration, record the values of 
each CTD channel at each calibration depth on the field 
log. The SeaBird Carousel bottles are tripped manually 
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and the CTD data are logged in the computer by 
pressing F5?? Keep a nlnning log of water sample 
depths, so that all features of interest are adequately 
samples during the course of several CTD profiles. 
When the cast has been retrieved inform the Chief 
Scientist so that other operations can proceed. 
Water Sampling 
Before the cast is made, the volumes of subsamples 
are determined by consultation with the chief scientist 
and members of the science party. In some cases 
sufficient water can be obtained only by tripping two or 
more water samplers at each depth. The figures below 
indicate volumes including rinses required. Samples are 
generally drawn from Niskin bottles in the following 
order: 
Dissolved 300 ml. Always draw oxygen samples 
Oxygen first. Draw the water io an iodine 
determination flask as explained in the 
Winkler Oxygen section below and fix the 
oxygen with Winkler reagents #1 and #2. 
Salinity	 250 m!. Salinity is the most precise 
measurement we make. Rinse the salinity 
bottle three times with 25 ml rinses. Fill 
the bottle to the shoulder and tightly 
stopper the bottle. Evaporation can occur 
in loosely capped bottles. Do not leave the 
salinity bottles outside in sunlight. 
Fluoronletric 300-500 ml. Rinse the bottle twice. 
Pigments	 Fill to the shoulder. Pigment water 
samples cannot be stored, they will be 
filtered and analysed aboard ship. 
HPLC	 2 liters. Rinse twice and fill 
Pigments	 completely. The entire sample is filtered 
aboard ship and frozen in liquid nitrogen 
for analysis ashore. 
Particulate 1 liter. Rinse twice; samples are 
Absorption filtered through 0.7 f.1m GFF glass fiber 
filters and analysed fresh. 
Phyco­ 350 ml. Rinse twice; sample water is 
erythrin filtered through 0.4 J.lnl Nucleapore 
polyester filters. 
DOM	 125 m!. Rinse twice; Dissolved Organic 
Matter samples are filtered through a 
Sterrivex 0.2 J..lm filters and analysed 
aboard ship. 
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TSM	 5 liters. Large volumes of water are 
required for Total Suspended Matter 
analyses. Inoffshore oligotrophic waters 
take 5 liter sanlples. Draw the water 
directly into the filtration bottles. If larger 
samples are required, two Niskin bottles 
may need to be tripped at each sample 
depth. 
POC/	 1 liter Particulate Organic Carbon and 
PON	 Nitrogen analyses. Sampling technique 
requires avoidance of sources of organic 
matter, including dust, dirt and smoke. The 
bottle top must be covered with a plastic 
glove at all times. 
Nutrients	 500 ml Nutrient samples are filled to the 
shoulder of twice rinsed polyethylene 
bottles. TIlese samples should be filtered 
through glass fiber filters and frozen for 
later analysis. Water from the POC 
analysis can be used for nutrient analyses. 
Reading the reversing thermometers is the last 
operation, because the themlometers retain their readings 
and must come to thermal equilibrium with air 
temperature before being read. Read the protected and 
unprotected thermometers in Niskin bottle order, from 
left to right: Left (protected) thermometer number, main 
temperature to O.OI°C, auxilliary thermometer to 0.1 °C 
; repeat for Middle (protected) and Right (unprotected) 
thermometers. One observer will read and another will 
record. Avoid parallax and use a hand lens and 
flashlight. Repeat the process by exchanging reader and 
recorder. Readings are recorded on sequential lines on 
the field log. 
Before leaving the station securely tie down the 
CTD/Carousel. Rinse the CTD, Carousel and bottles with 
fresh water. Rinse salt water from the tygon CTD duct 
and it with deionized water containing PhotoFlo wetting 
solution. The solution nlust fill the conductivity cell and 
cover the oxygen electrode. Rinse and dry the 
transmissometer windows, replace the protective caps on 
the transmissometer windows. Rinse and dry the 
fluorometer windows. Recharge batteries as may be 
required. 
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Dissolved Oxygen Analysis by Winkler 
Titration 
This method is Carpenter's modification of the 
classic 1888 Winkler nlethod (J. Carpenter, 1965 
Limnology and Oceanography 1: 141-143). 
Winkler titrations are done on batches of water 
samples that have been drawn from Niskin bottles on 
CTD or hydrographic casts. Since much of the effort is 
with the standardization procedure, it is efficient to 
titrate 12 or more samples at a time. Immediately after 
the samples have been drawn into iodine determination 
flasks they are "pickled" with Winkler Reagents 1 and 2. 
These treated samples nlay be stored in a cool, dark 
location for up several days before they are analysed by 
titratration. 
The titration procedure is: 1) to determine the 
normality of the thiosulfate titrant (see Standards, 
below); 2) to determine the concentration of reductants 
or oxidants in Winkler Reagents 1 and 2 (see Reagent 
Blank, below); 3) and to detemline the concentration of 
dissolved oxygen in samples (see Sanlple Drawing and 
Titration below). 
Standards 
1.	 Thoroughly rinse 125 ml iodine determination flask 
with deionized water; Fill 3/4 full with deionized 
water; Add 1" magnetic stirring bar rinsed with 
deionized water. 
2.	 Add 5.00 ml 0.02 N (or 10.00 ml of 0.01 N) 
Bi-iodate standard using a volumetric pipette; stir 
3.	 Add 1.00 ml Sulfuric Acid Solution (Reagent 3); 
stir 
4.	 Add 1.00 ml NaOH-NaI Solution (Reagent 2); stir 
5.	 While stirring, titrate with Sodium Thiosulfate to a 
pale yellow color; Add 0.5 ml Starch Indicator; 
Complete titration to the endpoint (change from 
blue to colorless); Record burette reading to 0.01 
ml as Rstd • This value should be about 5 m!. 
6.	 Repeat steps 1-5 twice or until RStd readings agree 
within 0.02 m!. 
Reagent Blanks 
1.	 Thoroughly rinse sample flask with deionized water; 
Fill 2/3 with deionized water; Add 1" clean stir bar. 
2.	 Add 5.00 ml of Bi-iodate standard from a 
volumetric pipette; stir 
3.	 Add 1.0 ml Sulfuric Acid Solution (Reagent 3); stir 
4.	 Add 1.0 ml NaOH-NaI Solution (Reagent 2); stir 
5.	 Add 1.0 ml MnClz Solution (Reagent 1); stir 
6.	 Add 0.5 ml Starch Indicator; 
7.	 While stirring, titrate with Sodium Thiosulfate to 
the colorless endpoint; Record burette reading to 
0.01 ml as R I . 
8.	 Add 5.00 ml more of the Bi-iodate Standard to the 
same flask; Rezero the burette and titrate to the 
endpoint again; Record burette reading to 0.01 ml as 
Rz 
9.	 Repeat steps 1-7 twice more. The reagent blank 
Rb1k = R} - Rz. 
Sample Drawing 
Drawing samples without changing the oxygen 
concentration is the single most important aspect of 
accurate dissolved oxygen analyses. Such errors 
generally lead to anonomously high concentrations. 
1.	 Attach a 20 em piece of clean tygon tubing to the 
Niskin Bottle stopcock; Open the vent valve at the 
top of the Niskin Bottle; Hold the tubing vertically; 
open the stopcock and flush water through the 
tubing pushing all air bubbles up and out of the 
tubing; 
2.	 With the vertical tubing filled with water, place an 
inverted iodine determination flask over the tubing, 
and rinse the flask. Then rotate the flask upright 
and continuously flush the tubing Carefully fill the 
flask from the bottom up, avoiding bubbles. Overfill 
it with two volumes of water. While sample water 
is still flowing, withdraw the tube so that the 
reservoir above the stopper is completely filled with 
water. 
3.	 Carefully add 1.0 ml ofMnClz (Winkler Reagent 1). 
Its high density causes it to sink to the bottom of 
the flask. Do not yet insert the stopper. Do not 
forceably inject the reagent, let it flow down the 
side of the flask. Do not mix. 
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4.	 Carefully add 1.0 ml of NaOH-NaI (Winkler 
Reagent 2). It also should sink to the bottom of the 
flask. Carefully insert the glass stopper. Avoid 
trapping air bubbles below the stopper. Secure the 
stopper and nlix thoroughly. When all samples 
from the cast have been drawn, use a squeeze bottle 
to fill the rim above the stopper with deionized 
water. This will make an effective seal which 
prevents atmospheric oxygen from leaking inside. 
Treated samples may be stored for several days 
before titrating. Sanlples must be stored in a cool, 
dark location. 
Sample Titration 
1.	 Arrange samples by station and by increasing depth 
within the station Pour off water from the wide 
neck above the stopper on the iodine determination 
flask. Atmospheric oxygen can react with the 
precipitate, thus titrations should not be done until 
the precipitate has settled to bottom. 
2.	 Remove stopper with a twisting, pulling motion. 
Add 1" clean magnetic stirring bar. 
3.	 Quickly add 1.0 ml Sulfuric Acid (Reagent 3). Stir 
until the precipitate dissolves. 
4.	 Titrate to pale yellow color with Sodium 
Thiosulfate. Add 0.5 nll Starch Indicator. Complete 
titration to the endpoint (blue to colorless). Note 
that it takes a few seconds to thoroughly nlix the 
thiosulfate throughout the bottle. Note that complete 
mixing of the titrant throughout the flask takes a 
few seconds. Avoid over-titrating. Record the final 
burette reading to 0.01 ml as RSam' NOTE: Set aside 
a sample following titration. In time the blue 
starch-iodine color might return. This is due to air 
oxidation when the pH is too low. If the blue color 
returns quickly, reduce the volume of Winkler 
Reagent 3 delivered by the pipette. 
Chemistry 
Following addition of Winkler Reagents 1 and 2: 
Mn2+ + 20H- ---> Mn(OH)2 
(white precipitate) 
2Mn(OH)2 + O2 --->2 MnO(OH)2 
(brown precipitate) 
Following addition of Winkler Reagent 3: 
MnO(OH)2 + 2H2S04 + 3 r- ----> 
Mn2+ + 3H20 + 13- + S042­
(iodine is yellow) 
Titrate with sodium thiosulfate with starch indicator: 
213- + 2S20 3 - (blue) ----> 3f + S4062­
(colorless) 
Bi-iodate standard in acid forms precise amount of 
iodine for standard titration: 
103- + sr- + 6H+ ----> 313- + 3H2O 
Chemical equivalences: 
J"'\.. J"'\..	 J"'\.. 
-...r	 -...rO2 I -3 -...r S2032 ::(): 1°3- KH(103)2 
1 2 4 2/3 1/3 
3 6 12 2 1 
This explains why 0.01 N Bi-iodate is figured at 1/12 of 
its molecular weight so that we weigh out 0.325 g in 
making a liter of standard: 1/12 x 1/100 x 389.93 = 
0.3249 g/liter. 
Sources of Error 
1.	 Sample drawing. Aeration of sample and failure to 
rinse flask. 
2.	 Volatility of 12: Leads to apparent decrease in 
concentration. Avoid by complexing 12with iodide 
(f) and by avoiding heat. 
3.	 Air oxidation of iodide: Leads to apparentincrease 
in concentration. Avoid by maintaining correct 1< 
pH <2. 
4.	 Contaminants: Several oxidants or reductants may 
cause problenls. Nitrite leads to an apparent 
increase in oxygen concentration, hydrogen sulfide 
to an apparent decrease. 
5.	 Photochemical oxidation of iodide leads to 
apparently high concentrations of oxygen. Avoid by 
working with acidified samples away from direct 
sunlight. 
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Reagents 
Winker Reagent 1. 
Dissolve 300 g MnCl24H20 (Manganous Chloride; 
molecular weight 197.91) in deionized water. Dilute 
to 500 ml in a volumetric flask. Mix well and store 
in a glass or polyethylene bottle. This solution is 
stable indefinitely. 
Winkler Reagent 2. 
Dissolve 160 g NaOH (Sodiunl Hydroxide 
molecular weight 40.00) in about 300 ml of 
deionized water. This is a fairly warm reaction. 
Add 300 g NaI (Sodium Iodide molecular weight 
149.89) to this solution while it is still warm and 
mix until it is completely dissolved. Dilute to 500 
ml in a volumetric flask. Mix well and store in a 
clean plastic bottle. Sodium hydroxide is very 
caustic and will fuse glass syringes. Immediately 
rinse all spills with fresh water, handle carefully. 
Clean repipettor if it will not be used for several 
days. 
Winkler Reagent 3. 
Slowly add 140 nll of concentrated Sulfuric Acid 
(36 N) to about 300 ml of deionized water. This is 
a strongly exothemlic reaction. Mix carefully and 
allow solution to cool. When cool, transfer the acid 
solution to a Pyrex graduated cylinder then dilute to 
500 m!. Store in a clean glass bottle. Sulfuric acid 
is very caustic, immediately rinse all spills with 
fresh or salt water, handle carefully. This solution 
is stable indefinitely. 
Starch Indicator. 
Dissolve 1 g of soluble starch in 100 ml of boiling 
deionized water. This solution is stable for only 1 
week. When endpoint becomes brownish rather 
than a sharp blue, make new indicator. 
Potassium Bi-Iodate Standard. 
Dry at room temperature for 1 hour in dessicator. 
Dissolve exactly 0.325 g of KR(I03) (molecular 
weight 389.912) in deionized water and dilute to 
1000 m!. This makes a 0.0100 N solution. When 
using a 5 ml pipette, make a 0.02 N solution. The 
solution is stable indefinitely when stored properly. 
This solution is not caustic. 
Sodium Thiosulfate Titrant. 
Dissolve 5 g N~S203.5H20 (molecular weight 
248.18) in deionized water and dilute to 1000 m!. 
This solution is not stable and must be standardized 
relative to Bi-Iodate for each analysis session. This 
solution is not caustic. 
Calculations 
V N 22.39xlOOO 
103 103 4 
F 
std 
(R -R)F sam blk - 0.02 
std (V - 2)
bot 
VI03 is the volume of Bi-Iodate standard (usually 
5.00 or 10.00 ml). NI03 is the normality of the Bi-Iodate 
standard (usually 0.01 or 0.02 N). 4 is the number of 
moles of Sodium Thiosulfate equivalent to 1 mole of 
Oxygen. The normality of the Bi-Iodate is 1/12 its 
molecular weight and is figured relative to Sodium 
Thiosulfate. 22.39 I (STP) is equivalent to 1 mole of 
02' 0.02 is a correction factor to account for the slight 
amount of oxygen dissolved in reagents 1 and 2 
Units used in above calculations are ml (STP)/liter. 
The modem unit is umoles/kg and is obtained by 
multiplying ml/liter by 1000/22.39xl.025 = 43.57. 
1.025 approximates seawater density. The precise 
density should be used, if known. 
Bottle Volumes 
The volume of each sample flask must be 
individually determined. Bottles are washed with 
detergent and rinsed with deionized water. After drying 
in an oven and cooled to room temperature they are 
weighed to ±0.01 g. Fill each bottle with deionized 
water at a known and stable temperature ± 1°C. Put the 
stoppers in the flasks while avoiding bubbles. Carefully 
dry water from the sides and stopper area of the bottles, 
then weigh to ± 0.01 g. Calculate the volume in ml as 
the difference in the bottle weights filled and empty 
divided by the water density. Water density is 
calculated as a function of temperature from IES-80 
using MLHPL calculator function DENSITY(S,T,P), 
with S = 0 psu and P = 0 dbar. 
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Bottle # Vol (nl1) Bottle # Vol (ml) 
500 135.10 501 134.52 
502 134.10 503 132.95 
504 132.05 505 134.73 
506 135.36 507 135.24 
508 130.41 509 134.64 
510 134.52 511 135.84 
512 136.00 513 134.39 
514 134.75 515 133.30 
516 137.10 517 135.61 
518 135.88 519 133.25 
520 134.84 521 134.77 
522 131.67 523 135.03 
Salinity Determination by MiniSal 
Salinometer 
The determination of salinity is done by 
measuring the electrical conductivity ratio of seawater 
relative to standard water. The modem Standard Water 
is a precisely prepared anlpule of potassium chloride 
(32.4356 g KCl/kg solution). The MiniSal measures the 
conductivity ratio directly by use of two cells: one 
containing standard water, the other containing sample 
water. Because Standard Water prepared by the 
National Institute of Oceanography in England is 
expensive, a secondary standard should be used in place 
of the standard. This should be seawater with a salinity 
of very nearly 35 psu ± 0.01. 
An electrical current is passed through both the 
reference and sample cells. The voltage across each cell 
is inversely proportional to the electrical conductivity of 
each cell and directly proportional to the cell constant of 
each cell (K1• and K2). The ratio of these voltages is 
detemlined electronically, and this voltage ratio is 
proportional to the conductivity ratio, ~ During 
calibration the ratio K2/K1 is stored in microprocessor 
memory and is called Cell Constant A. 
K2 C(s,t,O) 
K 1 C(kcl,t,O) 
Because temperature changes electrical 
conductivity, temperature must be nleasured. This is 
done in a clever way by the MiniSal. By measuring the 
conductivity of standard water relative to a very precise 
fixed resistor which represents another constant 
K3C(kcl,15,0) (that is the conductivity of Standard water 
at 15° C). The value of K2/K3 is called B and is stored 
in microprocessor memory. When doing the B calib. the 
temperature of the water bath is measured to O.l°C. 
K2 C(kcl,15,O) 
K3 C(kcl,t,O) 
When conductivity is measured with 
conductivity ratios near 1, errors in the measumlent of 
temperature are not large. For example, the maxinlum 
temperature error in the measurement of temperature 
occurs at RT = 0.5. Here a 1°C error will cause a 0.007 
psu error. However both the sample and standard water 
must be at the same temperature within O.OOl°C. This 
is done by the stainless heat exchanger and the stirred 
water bath. 
Setup 
The MINISAL requires a 2 minute warm-up to 
achieve precision of ±0.003 psu. Instrument calibration 
using Standard Water (or substandard water that has 
been recently calibrated with Standard Water) is 
recommended for each analysis session, though 
experience may show calibration is not always required. 
Instrument drift should be checked by repeated 
determination of the salinity of a single sample over the 
course of a session. 
Open, level and secure the salinonleter. Squeeze 
bulbs, tubing bottle holders and a ring-stand are shipped 
in the carrying case. Be sure to rinse the squeeze bulbs 
following use to keep check valves in good condition. 
Attach the sample bottle holder to the top of the 
instrument (or the provided ring-stand and plastic flask 
holders for Standard Water ampules) so that the sample 
water level is 20 cm above the top of the MiniSal 
Dewar. Siphon action controls sample flow. 
Attach 19 gauge Teflon tubing to the Sample 
and Standard inlet ports. Be careful not to pinch or 
puncture the tubing and to slide the tubing securely 
over the ports. Fill the temperature stabilizing Dewar 
with 1.5 liters of clean water at ambient temperature. 
Water cooler or warmer than ambient temperature may 
require 30 nlinutes to achieve temperature stability. 
Dirty water may cause algal growth. The water level 
should cover the top of the cells to provide a clear view 
of the electrodes. 
Connect the squeeze bulbs to the clear plastic 
drain tubes from each cell. Insert the long Tygon drain 
tubing into the exit side of the bulbs. 
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Water will drain from the cells at 2 literslhour 
or less. Arrange a catch bucket under the squeeze bulbs 
to avoid a conductive ground path that produces noisy 
instrument response and erroneous salinity readings. 
Filling and Flushing 
Water flow to the standard and sample cells is 
initiated by siphon action from the squeeze bulbs and is 
maintained by gravity flow. The siphon must be 
re-started if flow is interrupted. Sample and standard 
water levels must be at least 20 cm above the top of the 
Dewar flask. 
Filling 
To start the flow for either the standard or 
sample water, place the appropriate Teflon inlet tube 
into the water container. 
• Squeeze the bulb; 
• Cover the Fill and Flush holes; 
• Release the bulb, creating suction; 
After water fills the cell and is visible in the outlet tube, 
uncover the Fill and Flush holes in that order; 
Flow will be maintained by gravity. 
Flushing 
To flush water from either the standard or sanlple cells: 
• Squeeze the bulb; 
• Cover only the Flush hole; 
• Release the bulb, creating suction; 
After cell is flushed, uncover the Flush hole. 
Hints 
Filling is required when flow is interrupted, as 
between samples. Filling and flushing may introduce 
bubbles, and if stable readings are not observed after a 
few seconds it may be necessary to flush and refill the 
sample cell. Periodically check to see that the electrodes 
are conlpletely covered by sample and standard. 
Power flushing (by covering both the Fill and 
Flush holes) will speed salinometer response between 
samples having large (1.5 S) salinity differences. The 
power flush should be followed by a normal flush 
covering only the Flush hole. 
STABI Menu System 
Six routines are provided by the MINISAL 
firmware operating system to provide calibration and 
instrument setup functions. 
1: Salinity Measurement 
2: Tenlperature or B Calibration 
3: Bottle Number Input 
4: Conductivity or A Calibration 
5: Interface Format Selection 
6: Interface Parameter Setup 
The STABI functions are initiated by pressing and 
holding the # key while in the normal salinity 
measuring mode. When the STABI prompt appears, 
press the numeric code 1-6 to select the appropriate 
function. 
Data Entry 
Date, time and calibration values are entered via 
the numeric keypad. The # key is used as an "Enter" or 
"Retunl" key to signify completion of data entry. The 
* key acts as a reset key allowing the user to correct or 
change numeric entries. Normally data are entered by 
pressing the nunleric keys followed by #. 
Note that input data can be corrected by 
automatic display wrap around. If mistakes are made 
during data entry, continue pressing numeric keys in the 
desired sequence followed by #. 
Startup and Calibration 
The instrument may be operated through 
internal battery power alone or with the AC power 
supply. Sufficient battery voltage is indicated when the 
LED below the AC power jack glows yellow. Red 
indicates low battery voltage and the AC power supply 
is required. If erratic readings are observed while using 
the AC power supply, unplug it to avoid possible ground 
loop problems. 
Before salinity analyses are made, MiniSal 
operation is checked and the conductivity cell may be 
calibrated against Standard Water or substandard water 
of known conductivity ratio. 
Tum the instrument ON. MiniSal should 
appear briefly on the display followed by the date 
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display. If this is not the case, press the Reset button. 
Next tum the stirrer on. 
Following Reset, the current date settings will 
be displayed in the form D ITMMDD. Press # to retain 
the date as displayed or enter the correct date followed 
by #. Time will be displayed in the fornl H HHMMSS. 
Press # to retain the time as displayed or enter the 
correct time followed by #. The clock is stopped during 
tinle and date setting. 
Calibration 
The MINISAL should be calibrated with each 
batch of samples. At the beginning of each cruise the 
35 psu substandard water must be calibrated against 
Standard Water. During lengthy cruises the substandard 
should be standardized periodically with Standard Water. 
When calibrating, start the flow of standard or 
substandard water in both the standard and sample 
conductivity cells. Place the fill tube of both cells in the 
same standard water bottle or flask. Wipe the tubing dry 
to avoid contaminating the Standard Water. 
Following the time display, The K value 
indicating the conductivity ratio of Standard Seawater 
will be displayed in the form K XXUX¥. If the correct 
value for the standard water in use is shown, press # to 
retain the current value, otherwise enter the correct value 
followed by #. 
Note: We have found that if the MiniSal loses the 
entered K value this is a sign that batteries need to be 
recharged on AC power. 
STBAI4: Cell Ratio or A Constant 
A is the ratio of the standard and sample cell 
constants K 1 and K 2• After the flow of standard water 
through standard and sample cells is established, press 
and hold the 0 key. The display will alternately display 
conductivity ratio and temperature readings as C 
XXUX¥ and T XXUX¥. 
When accurate calibration is achieved, the 
conductivity ratio C displayed nlust equal the known 
value ofK. To change the conductivity calibration, press 
and hold the # key until STBAI is displayed. 
Press the 4 key and release. When STABI4 is 
displayed, press #. The current value of the A constant 
will be displayed. Recalibration is accomplished by 
resetting the A value, which is autonlatically done by 
pressing and releasing the # key. The new value of A 
should agree closely with the value on the Constant Plate 
near the Dewar. A change in A indicates the cells 
require cleaning or the cells have changed. Record the 
cell constant, A, in the MiniSal calibration log and on 
the data sheet. 
To exit the A Constant routine, press and hold 
# 
Press and hold the 0 key. The display will 
alternately display conductivity ratio and temperature 
readings as and T XX\X¥. C XXUX¥ should now 
agree with the known value of the standard's 
conductivity ratio. If it does not, repeat this procedure. 
STBAI2: Temperature or B Constant 
The B constant is used to convert the 
conductivity of standard water to temperature. 
Check that the K value of the standard water 
has been entered correctly by pressing Reset, #, #. 
Insure that standard water is flowing though the standard 
cell. 
Measure the temperature of water in the Dewar 
to 0.1 C accuracy. We use a calibrated Micronta digital 
thermometer. 
Press and hold the 0 key until the display 
alternates between C XXUX¥ and T Xxnxr. If 
the displayed temperature agrees with the measured 
value, temperature calibration is conlplete. Display the 
B value by STABI2 procedure, press # followed by 2, 
and record the B value in the MiniSal log and on the 
data sheet. 
To change the B constant, press and hold # 
until STAB] appears. Select ten1perature calibration by 
pressing 2. When STABI2 appears press #. The display 
will show B XXUX¥ To reset B, press * and release. 
T INPUT will appear. Key in the known temperature (to 
O.l°C) followed by #. Remember the wrap-around 
feature which allows editing. 
Check to see that tenlperature calibration is 
accurate. Press and hold # until STABI is displayed; 
press 1 followed by #.to return to the salinity mode. 
Then press and hold 0 to display the C and T values. 
STRAIl: Salinity Analysis 
Salinity analysis of samples normally follows 
setup and calibration procedures described above. 
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To enter the analysis mode, press and hold the 
# key until STEAl is displayed. Press 1 followed by #. 
The display will show S X\':xnx 
Remove the sanlple inlet tubing from the 
standard water bottle. Check the standard water path to 
nlake sure the flow is continuous. 
Wipe water from sanlple inlet tubing to avoid 
contamination of sanlple water. 
Fill the sample cell, flush it, and refill. Read 
and record salinity. Stable salinity values should be 
observed after 15 seconds. If erratic values are observed 
flush and refill. Inspect sample and standard cells for 
bubbles or cells incompletely filled to top of platinum 
electrodes. 
We have found that the S readings slowly 
oscillate between high and low limits. We calibrate and 
read sample values by consistently recording only the 
high values. 
Erratic readings are most-likely caused by dirty cells. 
STBAI:3 Bottle Number Entry 
To enter a sample bottle number, press and hold 
the # key until STBAI is displayed. Press 3 followed by 
#. The display will show the last bottle nunlber B 
~ Enter the new bottle number followed by #. 
The bottle number is used to identify samples through 
the serial interface. 
STBAI:5 Interface Format Selection 
The serial interface is used to send data to an 
external printer or computer. The format for these data 
is selected using STBAI function 5. To select an output 
format, press and hold the # key until STBAl is 
displayed. Press 5 followed by #. The display will 
show the prompt CORJ.2. Enter the desired format 
(0,1 or 2) followed by #. 
Format 0 = Continuously outputs temperature and 
salinity values followed by system parameters every 
24th line. 
T21.2345 S34.4567 S34.4568 S34.4566 S34.4569 
S34.4569 S34.4566 
(above format is repeated for 24 lines) 
89/04/20 09:51 :05 B=76543 AO.86I37 BO.76268 
Kl.00002 
Format I = Controlled Output Mode 1 prints 
conductivity values. Data are output to the serial device 
when * is pressed. In mode 1 system parameters, 
conductivity ratio and temperature are output: 
89/04/20 09:51 :05 B=76543 CO.98765 T21.2345 
AO.86137 BO.76268 Kl.00002 
Format 2 = Controlled Output Mode 2 prints salinity 
values. Data are output to the serial device when * is 
pressed. In mode 1 system parameters, conductivity 
ratio and temperature are output: 
89/04/20 09:51 :05 B=76543 S34.4567 T21.2345 
AO.86137 BO.76268 KI.00002 
STBAI:6 Interface Parameter Selection 
Serial interface parameters are selected using 
STBAl function 6. To select this function, press and 
hold the # key until STBAl is displayed. Press 6 
followed by #. The display will show prompt, 
COMbps, where the three digits bps indicate settings as 
follows 
Filter Holder 
$~ W1UteValvc 
Figure 1.: TSM Filtration Setup 
b = number of bits transmitted. Normally you will set 
this to either 7 or 8 depending on the capabilities of 
your printer or computer interface. 
p = parity. 0 = No parity; 1 = Odd parity; 2 = Even 
parity 
s = stop bits. 1 = 1 stop bit; 2 = 2 stop bits. 
Example: COM80J specifies 8 data, no parity, 1 stop bit. 
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TSM and POCIPON Sampling 
Water should be collected in the appropriate 
size bottle to allow sufficient water to filter for both 
Total Suspended Matter (TSM) and Particulate Organic 
Carbon and Nitrogen (POC/PON) analyses. Location 
and depth of the euphotic zone will determine the 
volume needed. Generally, 2-4 liters for oceanic surface 
waters and 0.5-2 liters for coastal waters are required for 
TMS analyses. paC/paN requires 1 liter in 
oligotrophic surface waters. It is preferable to sanlple 
the same depth several times rather than using several 
bottle subsamples. During every cruise a set of replicate 
samples should be obtained to check sampling and 
analytical reproduciblity. Every effort should be made, 
despite bottle size, to have the water well mixed before 
samples are drawn. The bottle dregs often contain a 
large portion of the particulate material and care must be 
taken to include these in the subsamples. 
Total Suspended Material (TSM) Analysis 
Preparation 
The TSM setup is shown in the Figure 1 and 
photographs. Before water is filtered make sure all the 
connections are tight. A vacuum punlp protector must 
be installed between the vacuum pump and effluent 
bottles to prevent water from backing up into the pump. 
Turn the pump on with all the manifold valves closed to 
check for leaks. At the sanle time set the vacuum pump 
to 7 psi. If the vacuum goes over 7 psi cells may lyse 
and the effluent bottles collapse. Therefore the vacuum 
punlp must be checked periodically. 
Fill out the filtration and field logs, this relates 
the depth to the CTD bottle, sample carboys, and filter 
number (Fig. ??). The logs are also used when filling 
sample bottles on deck to coordinate sample collection. 
If any unusual event occurs that may affect the quality 
of the sample, such as touching the filter with your 
hands or tearing the filter, add appropriate comments in 
the filtration log. Label the filter container with the 
analysis name, cruise number (eg. L7 to designate the 
cruise nanle MOBY L7) followed by a sequential 
number (TSM L7 1, TSM L7 2 ... ). The base of the 
filter container, not the lids, should be clearly labelled 
with a waterproof pen. 
To save on station time, prepare the TSM filter 
holders by place a filter with tweezers in their holders 
before arriving on station. Use 47 mm, 0.45 urn pore 
size Millipore membrane (MF) or Nuclepore 
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polycarbonate filters. Filters are desiccated and tared to 
a constant weight, measured to tenths of a microgram 
and place in individual 47 mm filter container. Never 
touch the filters with your hands; always use tweezers. 
Rinse the carboys twice with 100 ml deionized water. 
This will save time and sample water. About every 10 
sanlples a blank filter (which is just an unused TSM 
filter) should be folded, placed in plastic filter container, 
identified with a sequential filter number and placed in 
the drying oven. 
Water Sampling 
Some skill is required in knowing the volume 
required to determine TSM concentration to an accuracy 
of ±1%. Water is collected directly from CTD bottles 
by filling 8 liter carboys. Rinsing is not necessary if the 
bottles have been rinsed previously with deionized water. 
When filled to the brim, the carboys contain a precisely 
known volume. It is desireable to filter the entire carboy 
to avoid the need to measure the effluent volume. If the 
carboy is not filled completely, then the effluent must be 
measured with a graduated cylinder. Filtering 8 liters 
takes 2 to 3 hours. Filtering more water than required 
will waste time. Material that settles in the dregs will 
be lost if the entire volume is not filtered. 
Filtration 
Set the carboy in the TSM rack and attach the 
filter holder inlet tube to the carboy spigot (Fig. 1). If 
not already done, place a filter in the holder before you 
attach the tube. Open the spigot. If water does not flow 
you must open the white valve on the filter holder. This 
allows air to escape and water to flow. Once water is 
flowing, turn on the vacuum pump and open the 
manifold valve. The vacuunl pump needs to be watched 
carefully, so that the pressure differential doesn't exceed 
7 psi. Too high a vacuum causes the effluent bottles to 
collapse and cells to lyse. Filtering 8 liters requires 2 
to 3 hours. When about 1 liter remains, stir the water 
in the carboy and tilt it so that all the water and the 
TMS dregs drain through the spigot. 
After all the water has been filtered detach the 
inlet tube from the spigot and renl0ve the filter holder 
top. Rinse the filter with two quick 10 ml deionized 
water rinses. When rinsing the 47 mm filters, use care 
not to splash material off the filter. We use a millipore 
filter (RA EP 047 OW) which has a hydrophobic (non­
wetting) edge. This eliminates the need to rinse the 
edges and reduces the potential loss of material. 
Carefully remove the filter with tweezers and place in 
the filter container. Fold the filter and place in the filter 
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container. Be careful not to squeeze material off the 
filter. If the filter tears or breaks off, save the tom 
material and add to filter container, note this in filtration 
log. If the effluent must be measured then determine the 
volume to plus or minus one percent (ie ±50 ml in a 5 
liter sample). The volume is recorded on the filtration 
log. 
Filter Storage 
Place the plastic filter container in the oven 
with its lid tilted a little to allow the filter to dry. When 
stacking filters in the oven be careful that the lids do not 
get mislaid. The oven tenlperature should be set to 60° 
C. A higher temperature may deconlpose sonle of the 
more volatile organic compounds and nlelt the filter 
container. The filters can be renloved after 12 hours and 
the filter container placed back in the filter storage box. 
Place the filter box in a desiccated ziplock bag. Filters 
should preferably be dried and not frozen for storage. 
Only freeze filters if an oven is not available. 
Details 
NEVER TOUCH the filters with your HANDS.
 
Use tweezers.
 
Rinse 47 mm filter holders with deionized
 
water after each use.
 
Dry filters before packing.
 
When finished rinse all plastic ware with
 
deionized water.
 
Tum off the vacuum pump when not in use.
 
Examples from MOCE-l 
Volume filtered: 2 to 5 liters until filters clog 
Total Suspended Matter: 0.1 to 2 mg/l 
Particulate Organic Carbon and Nitrogen Analysis 
Setup 
The paC/paN setup is shown in Fig. 2. 
Sample water is pressure filtered using conlpressed 
nitrogen applied at 5 to 7 psi. The pressure must be 
watched carefully, exceeding 7 psi can cause cell lysis 
and loss of nlaterial. Before sampling make sure all the 
connections are tight. Open the regulator to pressurize 
the manifold and check for leaks. 
Fill out the filtration and field logs, to relate the 
depth to the CTD bottle, sanlple carboys, and filter 
number (Figs ? and ?). The logs are also used when 
filling sample bottles on deck to coordinate sample 
collection. Label the filter container with the analysis 
name, cruise number ( L7 is from the cruise name 
MOBY L7) followed by a sequential number (POe/N 
L7 1, POC/N L7 2 ...). The petri dish lid and base, 
should be clearly labelled with a waterproof pen. About 
every 10 samples a blank, which is a clean ashed filter, 
should be included. Fold the blank and place in the 
oven with the other filters. 
Filters are easily contaminated by touching 
them with your hands or the counter top. We use a 25 
nlm Whatman glass fiber GF/F having a nominal pore 
size of 0.7 Jlm. Prior to use these filters are pretreated 
by ashing in a muffle furnace at 500-5IO°C for at least 
2 hours. After the ashing step, each filter is placed in an 
ashed aluminum lined petri dish. paC/paN bottles and 
anything associated with paC/paN filtration must be 
kept clean. Plastic gloves should cover the outlet tubes 
on the sample bottles,filter holders, tweezers, and valved 
caps when not in use. Wear gloves at all times, 
including filling the bottles. Cover any counter top you 
will be using with heavy gauge aluminum foil. The foil 
provides a fairly clean working surface, but for the best 
work filtrations should be done in a laminar flow hood. 
Water Sampling 
The 4 liter bottles are filled directly from the 
CTD, reducing the risk of contamination. Rinse the 
bottle three times before filling. When filling the bottles 
cover the opening with a gloved hand to prevent 
contamination by engine exhaust and smoke. A quick 
rinse of the outside of the bottle when you are done 
filling washes off any contaminates. Fill the bottles as 
full as possible. TSM takes precedence on sample water 
so there may not be enough water to fill the bottle 
completely. 
Filtration 
To begin filtering attach the sample bottle to the 
manifold, with the valves closed. Run 100 m} of water 
through the outlet tube and stopcock to rinse the tube 
and flush out air. Connect the sample bottle outlet tube 
to the filter holder. Loosen the petri dish lid and set it 
near the filter holders. Open the stainless filter holder, 
take out the o-ring, and place it in a clean glove. Wet 
the filter holder with deionized water before placing the 
filter on holder. Pick the filter up with tweezers, and 
place it carefully in the filter holder. Place the o-ring 
over the filter. Put the top housing back on the filter 
holder. Push down on the housing as the filter holder is 
tightened. If this procedure is not followed, the o-ring 
will twist as the housing is tightened and tear the filter. 
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Pressurize the sample bottle, make sure the 
pressure is not above 7 psi. The stainless filter holders 
will develop an air lock when first started. This is 
avoided by not completely tightening the filter holder 
and running water through the filter holder until bubbles 
no longer appear. If bubbles don't appear when the 
stopcock is open, the housing top nlay not be loose 
enough. If the pressure is applied too quickly, the o-ring 
may not seat correctly which results in leakage during 
filtering. When bubbles have stopped, tighten the filter 
holder. Begin filtering by opening the stopcock 
completely. If the filter holder begins leaking, stop; 
open the filter holder; reseat the o-ring and remove the 
air again. Once filtration begins place all equipment 
that needs to remain clean in gloves and close the petri 
dish. When the water level is low tilt the sanlple bottle 
to filter the dregs. Filtering 4 liters takes about one 
hour. 
When filtration is finished, remove the filter, 
fold and placed in the petri dish. Care nlust be taken 
not to lose any material off the filter. The filter need 
not be rinsed to remove sea salts. 
Storage 
Place the filter in its filter container or petrie 
dish in the oven with the lid tilted. The oven used for 
drying must not be used for drying other organic 
material during this step, because contamination may 
occur. The oven temperature should be set to 60° C. A 
higher temperature may decompose some of the more 
volatile organic compounds and melt the filter container. 
The filters can be removed after 12 hours and the petri 
dish placed in the filter box. Freeze filters if an oven is 
not available. 
Details 
CLEANLINESS is essential in all water and 
filter handling. 
COVER bottle openings and tubing with plastic 
gloves. 
Rinse stainless filter holders after use with 
deionized water. 
Dry stainless filter holders after final use 
before packing.(place in the oven in separate 
These holders will rust and get ugly, clean 
with wire brush as necessary. 
DO NOT let the filter with sample touch the 
top of the petri dish. 
TURN OFF COMPRESSED NITROGEN 
WHEN NOT IN USE. 
Don't use more than 7 psi. 
Examples from MOCE-l 
POC/PON Filter 2-4 liters open ocean surface 
4-8 liters below 150 m 
10 liters below 500 m 
Particulate Organic Carbon: 18 to 370 f.!g/l 
500-1000 f.!g/l bloom 
Particulate Organic Nitrogen: 3 to 50 f.!g/l 
50-100 f.!g/l bloom 
~ ValvedCap 
<.l== Sample Bottle 
<F===o Stopcock and Outlet Tubec 
Q) 
<.l== Stainless Filter HolderQ) 
e 
:!::: <.l== Emuent Bottle 
Z 
Stainless Filter bolderA <.l== Top Housingy ........ FilterRlng
 
Figure 2: POC/PON Filtration Setup 
Organic Material: approximately 2 x POC 
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Shipboard Supplies Inventory 
General Stuff: 
Top-loading Balance have 1 
Ziplock Bags need 3 boxes 
Plastic Gloves have 2 boxes 
Kinl Wipes have 4 boxes 
Aluminum Foil need 3 boxes 
Countertop Paper need 50 feet 
Tygon Tubing 1/4" have 50 ft 
Tygon Tubing 1/2" have 50 ft 
Tygon Tubing pressure have 10 ft 
Tubing straight connectors several 
Tubing Y connectors several sizes 
Oxygen Titration Kit: 
Oxygen Method in plastic 
Brinkman Titrator: 
Power Supply 
Dispenser Tip: 
Tubing for S203 bottle: 
Fiber Lamp: spare bulb 
Stirrer: have 2 
Stirringbars have 8 
Glassware Box: 
S203 5-liter poly bottle 
KH(I03) I-liter brown poly bottle have 1 
Winkler #1,2,3 brown glass bottles 
Starch bottle 100 ml 
Plastic dip rod 
Squeeze Bottle 500 ml have 1... need 3 
Glass burette 10 ml 
500 ml Volumetric (1 plastic 1 glass) 
1000 ml Volumetric (1 plastic 1 glass) 
100 ml Graduated Cylinder 
25 ml Graduated Cylinder have? 
125 ml Erlynmeyer Flasks glass have 3 
125 ml Erlynmeyer Flasks polycarbonate have 6 
100 ml Beaker have 2 
500 ml Beaker have 3 
1000 mI Beaker have 3... need3 
Chenlical Box: 
MnCI2.4H20 ?? g bottle have 2 need 2 
NaOH ?? g bottle have 2 need 2 
NaI ?? g bottle have 2 need 2 
H2S04 concentrated have 2 need 2 
N~S204·5H20 have 2 need 2 
Dry starch 100 gram bottle have 1... need 1 
Preweighed Chemicals: 
Winkler Reagent #1 to make 500 ml 
300 g MnCI2.4H20 have 2 
Winkler Reagent #2 
160 g NaOH 
300 g NaI 
Winkler Reagent #3 
180 ml H2S04 to 500 mI 
N~S204.5H20 10.0 g dry reagent 
KH(I03) 0.325 g dry reagent 
10 ml Glass Pipette
 
10 ml Glass graduated pipette
 
FinnPipette 5 ml pipette for standard
 
Eppendorf 1 nll pipette for #1,2,3
 
Oxygen Sample Bottle Box:
 
Bottle Volumes in plastic:
 
Salinity Kit:
 
MiniSal Salinonleter:
 
MiniSal Instruction Book
 
Aspirator Bulbs
 
Aspirator Valves
 
Glass File
 
Micronta Thermometer
 
Mercury Thermonleter 0-35 C
 
Salinity Bottles (case of 24)
 
Standard Seawater (35 psu)
 
Standard Seawater (30 psu)
 
Bottle Rack for Salinonleter
 
19-9auge Teflon tubing (roll)
 
Power Supply (12 v 500 rna)
 
Batteries (6 v 4 ah spare)
 
Cleaming Solution (? type)
 
Secondary Standard 35 ppt (1 gal)
 
ParaFilm
 
TSM Kit:
 
TSM Filter Rack with manifold
 
TSM filter holders
 
Millepore Vacuum Pump
 
Gast Vacuum Pump
 
Vacuum Pump Repair Kit
 
Carboys
 
Preweighed TSM Filters have 100... need 100 
POC/PON Kit: 
POC/PON Filter Rack with manifold have 1 need 1 
Compressed Nitrogen have 1 need 1 
Regulator for nitrogen bottle have 1... need 1 
Nitrogen adapter 
POC/PON Filtration Heads have 3... need 6 
5-liter Aspirator Sample Bottles have 3... need 4 
5-liter Poly Effluent Bottles have 3... need 4 
Tubing Valves have 3... need 8 
have 2 
have 1... need 2 
have 0... need 2 
have ? ..need 3 
have 0... need 5 
have 0	 need 2 
have 0	 need 2 
have 2 
have 4 
have 24 
have 1... need 1 
have I 
xerox original 
have 2 need 3 
have 2 need 8 
have 1... need 2 
have 1... need 1 
have 1... need 2 
have 2 
have 9 
have? 
have 1... need 1 
have 0... need 1 
have 1... need 2 
have 6 need 2 
have 0 need 1 
have 1 
have 2... need 2 
have 4 
have 1 
have 1 
need 1 
have 3... need 4 
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Tubing Stopcocks have 3... need 8 
Pressure Tubing (100 ft box) have 1... need 1 
5-gallon Jerry Cans have 7... need 7 
1000 ml Graduated Cylinder have 1 
Oven have 1 
Oven Thermometer have 1 
Mercury Thermometer 0-100 C have 0... need 1 
Pre-ashed Glass Fiber Filters have 100... need 100 
CTD Components: 
SeaBird SBE-9 CTD profiler 
SeaBird SBE-ll Deck Unit 
SeaBird SBE-7 Sea RAM 
SeaBird SBE-? Carousel 
Connectors 
Tygon Tubing 
Water Sampling: 
Niskin 8.5 liter GoFlow Bottles have 6 need 6 
MLML 20 liter Bottles have O need 6 
Messengers have 7... need 7 
Reversing Thermomenters have 4... need 4 
Reversing Thermomenter Correction Table 
Bottle Repair Kit: 
Nylon Lanyard 
Spare Stopcocks 
Spare Air Vents 
Crimp Connectors 
Crimp Tool 
O-rings 
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Data Reduction using the SBE 9/11plus CTD System and SEASOFT Programs 
William W. Broenkow, Michael E. Feinholz and J. Andrew Gashler
 
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
 
17 Jal1uary 1995
 
MLML Technical Menl0randunl 95-1
 
Sea-Bird CTD Data Processing 
The purpose of this report is to document the details of MLML procedures used to reduce CTD 
profile data using the SBE 9/11 CTD System. This report does not repeat information included in the Sea­
Bird CTD Data Acquisition Software, SEASOFT Manual (Version 4.203). That manual should be 
consulted before reading material presented here. 
An important consideration is that the SEASOFT programs require about 550 Kbytes of lower 
memory on a pc. This means that some PCs must be rebooted with minimum terminate and stay resident 
progranls (TSRs) such as screen savers. In addition screen savers must be disabled, because we have 
found that they may activate when no screen activity occurs while executing CTD data reduction programs 
via batch files. It is useful to keep a floppy disk containing the minimum DOS environment to boot up. 
CTD data acquisition using the SEASAVE program produces three files. File names begin with 
SBE followed by a 4-digit sequential index and a single character suffix. File extensions are defined by 
Sea-Bird: 
SBEnnnn.DAT Raw binary files with header information 
SBEnnnn.HDR Header information, position, date, time 
SBEnnnn.MRK Marker file containing scan numbers of raw observations during Carousel bottle 
sampling 
Each CTD profile is processed using a sequence of SEASOFT programs, which are explained fully 
in the Sea-Bird CTD Data Acquisition Software nlanual. A configuration file (.CON) that contains 
instrument configuration and calibration coefficients must be available for data processing. A single 
configuration file is used for all data processed during a cruise, for example MOCE3.CON 
Each SEASOFT program may be nln from the DOS prompt or by means of the batch file 
described below. Each SEASOFT program must be accompanied by a configuration (.CFG) file. These 
files need be set up only once. Data processing by the procedure described here produces 15 files that 
consume about 24 mbytes of disk space if all intermediate files are kept. Standard practice is to retain 
only 6 files (highlighted as SBEnnnn.DAT), of which 3 are the original raw data. The default use of the 
SEASOFT programs overwrites .CNV files at each processing step. The procedure described below creates 
a separate file at each processing step, but the batch process deletes these if desired. With the exception 
of the last step, (ASCIIOUT) only binary files are produced to speed data processing. Data processing 
for a 200 m, 24 scan/s cast takes about 15 min. 
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Data Reduction Synopsis 
Program Input Output	 Configuration 
MARKSCAN SBEnnnn.DAT SBEnnnn.BSR	 MARKSCAN.CFG 
SBEnnnn.MRK 
This program converts .MRK files into bottle scan range files .BSR which are used by DATCNV.EXE 
to create .ROS files containing CTD scans that were marked when Carousel bottle samples were taken. 
DATCNV SBEnnnn.DAT SBEnnnnD.CNV	 DATCNV.CFG 
SBEnnnn.BSR SBEnnnnD.ROS MOCE3.CON 
This program produces converted data files .CNV containing conductivity, temperature, pressure, oxygen, 
etc. Files .ROS containing converted CTD values for the Carousel bottle depths are also created during 
this step. Because several *.CNV files are created, a "D" suffix indicates this is the first converted file. 
ALIGNCTD SBEnnnnD.CNV SBEnnnnA.CNV ALIGNCTD.CFG
 
This program offsets oxygen by 3 seconds and conductivity by 0.073 seconds relative to pressure to
 
account for lagging caused by the pumped systenl.
 
WILDEDIT SBEnnnnA.CNV SBEnnnnW.CNV WILDEDIT.CFG
 
This program removes wild data S,T,P points from the *.CNV files. Wild data exceed the mean of a
 
number of points by some multiple of the standard deviation.
 
CELLTM SBEnnnnW.CNV SBEnnnnC.CNV CELLTM.CFG
 
This program corrects for the temperature lagging effects of the conductivity cell's thermal mass.
 
FILTER SBEnnnnC.CNV SBEnnnnF.CNV FILTER.CFG
 
This progranl reduces noise in the conductivity and pressure signals. Other values are not filtered.
 
LOOPEDIT SBEnnnnF.CNV SBEnnnnL.CNV LOOPEDIT.CFG
 
This program renloves values for which the CTD is not descending at a defined rate (0.25 mls or greater).
 
The lagging effects are best corrected when the descent rate is a constant 0.50 m/s.
 
DERIVE SBEnnnnL.CNV SBEnnnnV.CNV	 DERIVEl.CFG
 
MOCE3.CON 
This program is first used to calculate only salinity, and dissolved oxygen, because only those variables 
depend up on the sampling tinle history. 
BINAVG SBEnnnnV.CNV SBEnnnnB.CNV BINAVG.CFG 
This progranl bins data to 1 m pressure intervals, producing files having a manageable size. A typical 
24 scans/s raw file obtained for a 200 m cast at 30 nl/s contains 70,000 scans (S,T,P, etc) from the down 
and up casts. The final reduced data file contains 200 scans. 
SPLIT SBEnnnnB.CNV SBEnnnnS.CNV SPLIT.CFG 
This extracts downcast data only fronl the binned files. The up cast data are unreliable because water is 
sampled in the wake of the CTD. 
DERIVE SBEnnnnS.CNV SBEnnnnP.CNV	 DERIVE2.CFG 
MOCE3.CON 
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The DERIVE program is run again on the down cast, binned files to calculate potential temperature, 
sigma-8, oxygen saturation, and geopotential anomaly. These *P.CNF files are the final product fronl the 
CTD cast. 
ROSSUM SBEnnnnV.CNV SBEnnnnP.BTL ROSSUM.CFG 
SBEnnnn.ROS MOCE3.CON 
This program reads data from the Carousel bottle files (eg. SBEnnnn.ROS) and produces a summary of 
data at depths where calibration bottle samples were tripped. This summary includes salinity and 
dissolved oxygen, but no other derived values. 
ASCIIOUT SBEnnnnP.CNV SBEnnnnP.ASC ASCIIOUT.CFG 
This program produces ASCII flat files of the completely processed file at the binned depths that nlay be 
import into other progranls such as Matlab. 
MLMLHDR SBEnnnn.ASC SBEnnnnP.DAT 
SBEnnnn.HDR 
The MLMLHDR program adds header data to the .ASC file for direct importing into MLML_DBASE. 
The SEASOFT code for missing values is changed to the IEEE and MLML_DBASE missing value code. 
These files are then processed by MLML_DBASE for secondary corrections to measure variables. The 
SEASOFT derived values of density and oxygen solubility in these files will be replaced by 
MLML_DBASE processing following secondary corrections determined from rosette bottles and post­
cruise CTD calibrations. 
Batch File Processing 
Data processing begins by running the DOS batch file, SEABIRD.BAT at the DOS prompt 
C:> SEABIRD SBE0024 MOCE3 
with two paranleters, the first is the root nanle of the CTD data file to be processed, the second is the root 
file name (with the .CON extension) containing the instrument configuration and constants. 
rem SEABIRD. BAT 
rem Sea-Bird CTD data processing batch file 
rem 29 Dec 1994 
rem William Broenkow 
rem The first parameter is the data file: SBE0024 or C:\SEASOFT\DATA\SBE0024 
rem The second parameter is the configuration file: MOCE3 or C:\SEASOFT\MOCE3 
rem The third parameter is the keep switch. when present all 
rem intermediate files are saved. 
rem Control C will exit the batch processing. 
rem use as SEABIRD <data file> <configuration file> <-k> 
rem example C:> SEABIRD SBE0024 MOCE3-K 
AD-DOS /0
BREAK ON 
MARKSCAN -i%l -0%1 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
DATCNV -i%l -0%10 -fb -c%2 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF I~OT "%3" == "-K" DEL %1. CNV
 
ALIGNCTD -i%lD -o%lA
 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lD.CNV
 
WILDEDIT -i%lA -o%lW
 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lA.CNV 
CELLTM -i%lW -o%lC 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
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IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lW.CNV 
FILTER -i%lC -o%lF 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lC.CNV 
LOOPEDIT -i%lF -o%lL 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %IF.CNV 
DERIVE -i%lL -o%lV -c%2 -eDERIVE1 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lL.CNV 
BINAVG -i%lV -o%lB 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
SPLIT -i%lB -od%lS -d -bx 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lB.CNV 
DERIVE -i%lS -o%lP -c%2 -eDERIVE2 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
IF NOT "%3" == "-K" DEL %lS.CNV 
ROSSUM -i%lD -o%lP -c%2 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
ASCIIOUT -i%lP -o%lP 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
MLMLHDR -i%lP 
IF ERRORLEVEL 2 EXIT 
AD-DOS IE 
Use of this procedure requires that the *.CFG files have been correctly constructed. These files are 
described below. Notice that the DERIVE program is run twice using different configuration files, 
DERIVEl.CFG and DERIVE2.CFG. The After-Dark screen saver is disabled, because lack of screen 
activity causes that program to suspend data processing. 
DATA FILES 
The fully-processed data files contain binned values at 1 decibar intervals. Routine processing 
produces three copies, the binary files (SBEnnnnP.CNV) used by the SEASOFT progranls and ASCII 
files (SBEnnnnP.ASC) that can be imported into other programs such as Matlab and SBEnnnnP.DAT 
to be imported into MLML_DBASE. An example of the SBEnnnnP.DAT file is given in Appendix 2. 
Column Contents Column Contents 
1 Scan Number 11 Volt 4 Fluorescence 750 
2 Time (s) 12 Volt 5 Transmission 490 
3 Conductivity (S/m) 13 Oxygen (mIll) 
4 Temperature (C) 14 Salinity (PSU) 
5 Pressure (dbar) 15 Oxygen Saturation (ml/l) 
6 Pressure Temperature (C) 16 Potential Temperature (C) 
7 Oxygen Current (J..La) 17 Sigma-Theta (kg/m3 ) 
8 Oxygen Temperature (C) 18 Geopotential Anomaly (m2/s2 ) 
9 Volt 2 Fluorescence 680 19 Number of Scans per Bin 
10 Volt 3 Fluorescence 590 
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Configuration Files 
Before each of the above programs is executed, a configuration file must be created. This is 
done by running each program through its setup menu, then escaping from the program before it is 
executed. A configuration file with the extension .CFG is created for each program (eg. DATCNV.CFG, 
ALIGNCTD.CFG, FILTER.CFG, etc). Once these configuration files have been created, they nlay be used 
for all subsequent processing tasks. The following shows the configuration setups for each of the above 
programs used in standard processing. The configuration files (MOCE3.CON, DATCNV.CON, etc) are 
listed in Appendix 4. When processing is done using the batch file, the "Input Data File" and 
"Configuration File" names are not necessary in the .CFG files, because they are known to the procedures 
via parameters passed to the batch process, for example 
C:> SEABIRD SBE0024 MOCE3. 
It may be useful to retain the input and output data file paths in the configuration files to avoid passing 
that explicitly when running the batch process: 
C:> SEABIRD C:\SEASOFT\DATA\SBE0024 C:\SEASOFT\DATA\MOCE3 
SEACON	 Change Instrument Configuration See Below 
Change Calibration Coefficients See Below 
Change Instrument Configuration
 
SBE911plus CTD System (12 words, 24 Hz)
 
Number of Frequency Channels to Suppress == 2
 
Number of Voltage Words to Suppress == 1
 
Computer Interface == RS-232C
 
Surface PAR Voltage Word Added by SBE911 == No
 
Data Format == See Below
 
Frequency 0 temperature 
Frequency 1 conductivity 
Frequency 2 pressure 
Extml Volt 0 oxygen, current 
Extml Volt 1 oxygen, temperature 
Extml Volt 2 user-poly 0 {MLML Fluoronleter 450/680} 
Extml Volt 3 user-poly 1 {MLML Fluorometer 450/590} 
Extml Volt 4 spare {MLML Fluorometer 450/750} 
Extml Volt 5 user-poly 2 {MLML Transmissometer 490} 
Change Calibration Coefficients 
Temperature 
Serial Number 1639 
Calibration Date 06-Jul-1994 
A== 3.68096549E-03 
B== 6.00500852E-04 
c== 1.46109558E-05 
D== 2.00955026E-06 
FO == 5937.000 
Slope (nominally 1.0) 1.00000000£+00 
Offset (nominally 0.0) O.OOOE+OO 
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Conductivity
 
Serial Number
 
Calibration Date
 
M=
 
A=
 
B=
 
C=
 
D=
 
Slope (nominally 1.0)
 
Offset (nominally 0.0)
 
High Resolution Digiquartz with Temp Comp 
Serial Number 
Calibration Date 
Cl= 
C2 = 
C3 = 
D1= 
D2 = 
Tl = 
T2 = 
T3 = 
T4 = 
AD590M = 
AD590B = 
Slope (nominally 1.0) 
Offset (nominally 0.0) 
Oxygen, current 
Serial Number 
Calibration Date 
M= 
B= 
Soc = 
Boc = 
Teor = 
Peor = 
Tau = 
Wt= 
Oxygen, temperature 
K= 
C= 
User polynomial 0 
Serial Number 
Calibration Date 
AO 
Al 
A2 
A3 
1380 
07-Jul-1994 
4.1 
1.73655556E-05 
4.70506565E-O1 
-4.03670624E+OO 
-3.593223607E-05 
1.00000000E+00 
O.OOOE+OO 
51913 
05-Apr-1994 
-4.092341E+04 
-4.188550E-01 
1.182770E-02 
3.459700E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
3.017052E+01 
-4.586900E-04 
4.286610E-06 
2.877750E-09 
1.137000E-02 
-8.208190E+00 
1.00000000E+00 
O.OOOE+OO 
130357 
20-Jul-1994 
2.4484000E-07 
-6.7087000E-1 0 
2.4089 
-0.0184 
-3.300000E-02 
I.500000E-04 
2.000000E+00 
0.670 
8.9212 
-6.9889 
MLML Fluorometer 450/680 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
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User polynomial 1 
Serial Number 
Calibration Date 
AO 
Al 
A2 
A3 
User polynomial 2
 
Serial Number
 
Calibration Date
 
AO
 
Al
 
A2
 
A3
 
MARKSCAN	 Input Data File == 
Input Data File Path == 
Output Data File Path == 
Offset (scans) == 
Duration (scans) == 
DATCNV	 Raw Data File == 
Configuration File [.CON] = 
Input File [.CON, .DAT, .HEX] Path == 
Output Data File Path == 
DATCNV Format == Binary 
Output Cast Select == 
Number of Scans to Skip Over == 
Output Water Bottle Data == 
Water Bottle Data Set Up == 
Data Conversion Variables
 
Conversion Units
 
Column # 0 ==
 
Column # 1 ==
 
Column # 2 ==
 
Column # 3 ==
 
Column # 4 ==
 
Column # 5 ==
 
Column # 6 ==
 
Column # 7 ==
 
Column # 8 ==
 
Column # 9 ==
 
Column # 10 ==
 
Column # 11 ==
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MLML Fluorometer 450/590 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
MLML Transmissometer 490 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
SBEnnnn.MRK 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA 
-24 {I second} 
48 {2 seconds} 
SBEnnnn.DAT 
MOCE3.CON 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Variables (see setup below) 
Both Down Cast and Up Cast 
o 
Yes
 
(see setup below)
 
Metric
 
scan number
 
time [seconds]
 
conductivity [S/m]
 
temperature [deg C]
 
pressure [decibars]
 
pressure temperature [deg C]
 
oxygen current, [microamps]
 
oxygen, temperature, [deg C]
 
voltage 2 {fluorescence 680 nm}
 
voltage 3 {fluorescence 590 11m}
 
voltage 4 {fluorescence 750 nm}
 
voltage 5 {transmission 490 nm}
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Water Bottle Data Set Up 
Output Data File == Create Both .CNV and .ROS Files 
Output Cast Select == Bottle Scan Range File .BSR 
ALIGNCTD	 Input Data File == SBEnnnnD.CNV 
Input File [.CNV] Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Num of Sec to Advance Primary Cond ReI. to Press == 0.073 
Num of Sec to Advance Secondary Cond ReI. to Press == 0.000 
Num of Sec to Advance Primary Temp ReI. to Press == 0.000 
Num of Sec to Advance Secondary Cond ReI. to Press == 0.000 
Num of Sec to Advance Primary Oxygen ReI. to Press == 3.0 
Num of Sec to Advance Secondary Oxygen ReI. to Press == 0.000 
WILDEDIT	 Input Data File == SBEnnnnA.CNV* 
Input File [.CNV] Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Output Data File Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
No. of Std Deviations for Pass 1 (default==2) 2.0 
No. of Std Deviations for Pass 2 (default==20) 20.0 
Number of Points Per Block == 100 ?? 
Variables to Check for Wild Points == see below 
Exclude Scans Marked Bad in WILDEDIT yes 
Variables to Check for Wild Points
 
Include scan number == no
 
Include pressure, decibars yes
 
Include temperature, deg C == yes
 
Include conductivity, S/m == yes
 
Include oxygen, current, microamps == yes
 
Include oxygen, temperature, deg C == yes
 
Include voltage == 2 {fluorescence 680} no
 
Include voltage == 3 {fluorescence 590} no
 
Include voltage == 4 {fluorescence 750} no
 
Include voltage == 5 {transmission 490} no
 
CELLTM	 Input Data File == SBEnnnnW.CNV 
Input File [.CNV] Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Output Data File Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Thermal Anomaly Amplitude (alpha) == 0.03 
Thermal Anomaly Time Constant (l/beta) == 9.00 
FILTER Input Data File == SBEnnnnC.CNV 
Input File [.CNV] Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Output Data File Path == C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Low Pass Filter A, Time Constant (sec) == 0.03 
Low Pass Filter B, Time Constant (sec) == 0.15 
Variables to Filter == see below 
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Filter Selection Form 
Filter Type, scan number = 
Filter Type, time = 
Filter Type, pressure, decibars = 
Filter Type, temperature, prin1ary, deg C = 
Filter Type, conductivity, primary, S/m = 
Filter Type, oxygen, current, microamps = 
Filter Type, oxygen, temperature, deg C = 
Filter Type, voltage = 2 {Fluorescence 680} 
Filter Type, voltage = 3 {Fluorescence 590} 
Filter Type, voltage = 4 {Fluorescence 750} 
Filter Type, voltage = 5 {Transmission 490} 
LOOPEDIT	 Input Data File = 
Input File [.CNV] Path = 
Output Data File Path = 
Minimun1 CTD Velocity (m/s) = 
Exclude Scans Marked Bad in LOOPEDIT = 
DERIVEl	 Input Data File = 
Configuration File [.CON] Oxygen Coeffs = 
Input File [.CNV] Path = 
Output Data File Path = 
Input Variables = 
Variables to be Derived = 
Variable Coefficients = 
Input Variables
 
Column # 0 =
 
Column # 1 =
 
Column # 2 =
 
Column # 3 =
 
Column # 4 =
 
Column # 5 =
 
Column # 6 =
 
Column # 7 ==
 
Variables to be Derived
 
Oxygen [mill]
 
Salinity [PSU}
 
BINAVG	 Input Data File == 
Input File [.CNV] Path = 
Output Data File Path == 
Bin Type == 
Bin Size = 
Include Number of Scans Per Bi 
Exclude Scans Marked Bad in BINAVG = 
Number of Bins to Skip Over == 
Surface Bin Setup Parameters == 
MLML Tech Pub 94-2 
None 
None 
Low Pass Filter B 
None 
Low Pass Filter A 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
SBEnnnnF.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.25 
Yes 
SBEnnnnL.CNV
 
MOCE3.CON
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
See below
 
See below
 
See below
 
Scan Number
 
Time [s]
 
Conductivity [S/m]
 
Temperature [C]
 
Pressure, [db]
 
Pressure Temperature, [C]
 
Oxygen current, [microamps]
 
Oxygen, temperature, [C]
 
SBEnnnnV.CNV
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
Pressure Bins
 
1.00 
Yes 
Yes 
o 
see below 
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Surface Bin Setup Parameters 
Include Surface Bin = Yes 
Surface Bin Minimum Value = 0.30 
Surface Bin Maximum Value = 0.70 
SPLIT Input Data File = SBEnnnnB.CNV 
Input File [.CNV] Path = C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Output Data File Path = C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Variables to be Included = see below 
Variables to be Included 
Include Scan Number = Yes 
Include Time [s] Yes 
Include Conductivity [S/m] Yes 
Include Temperature [C] Yes 
Include Pressure, [db] Yes 
Include Pressure Temperature, [C] Yes 
Include oxygen current, [microamps] Yes 
Include oxygen, temperature, [C] Yes 
Include Voltage 2; {Fluorescence 680} Yes 
Include Voltage 3; {Fluorescence 590} Yes 
Include Voltage 4; {Fluorescence 750} Yes 
Include Voltage 5; {Transmission 490} Yes 
Include Number Scans Yes 
Include Oxygen [mVI] Yes 
Include Salinity [PSU] Yes 
DERIVE2 Input Data File = SBEnnnnS.CNV 
Configuration File [.CON] Oxygen Coeffs = MOCE3.CON 
Input File [.CNV] Path = C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Output Data File Path = C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
Input Variables = See below 
Variables to be Derived = See below 
Variable Coefficients = See below 
Input Variables 
Column # 0 = Scan Number 
Column # 1 = Time [s] 
Column # 2 = Conductivity [S/n1] 
Column # 3 = Temperature [C] 
Column # 4 = Pressure, [db] 
Column # 5 = Pressure Temperature, [C] 
Column # 6 = oxygen current, [n1icroan1ps] 
Column # 7 = oxygen, temperature, [C] 
Column # 8 = Voltage 2; {Fluorescence 680} 
Column # 9 = Voltage 3; {Fluorescence 590} 
Column # 10 = Voltage 4; {Fluorescence 750} 
Column # 11 = Voltage 5; {Transmission 490} 
Column # 12 = Number Scans 
Column # 13 = Oxygen [mIll] 
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Column # 14 = 
Variables to be Derived 
Oxygen Saturation [mIll] 
Potential Temperature [ITS-90] [C] 
Sigma-Theta [kg/m2] 
Geopotential Anomaly [n12/s2] 
ROSSUM	 Input Data File = 
Configuration File [.CON] Oxygen Coeffs = 
Input File [.CNV] Path = 
Output Data File Path = 
Variables to be Output Automatically = 
Variables to be Derived = 
Additional Variables to be Averaged = 
Variables to be Output Automatically 
Bottle Position 
Date and Time 
Variables to be Derived
 
Variable # 0 =
 
Variable # 1 =
 
Variable # 2 =
 
Additional Variables to be Averaged 
Include Conductivity [S/m] 
Include Temperature [C] 
Include Pressure, [decibars] 
Include Pressure Temperature, [C] 
Include Oxygen Current, [microamps] 
Include Oxygen, Temperature, [C] 
Include Voltage 2; Fluorescence 680 
Include Voltage 3; Fluorescence 590 
Include Voltage 4; Fluorescence 750 
Include Voltage 5; Transmission 490 
ASCIIOUT	 Input Data File = 
Input File [.CNV] Path = 
Output Data File Path = 
Variables to be Included = 
Output Parameters = 
Salinity [PSU] 
SBEnnnnV.ROS 
MOCE3.CON 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
see below 
see below 
see below 
salinity, PSS-78 [PSU} 
oxygen [ml per liter] 
oxygen saturation [ml per liter] 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
SBEnnnnP.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
see below 
see below 
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Variables to be Included 
Include Scan Number = 
Include Time [s] 
Include Conductivity [S/m] 
Include Temperature [C] 
Include Pressure, [db] 
Include Pressure Temperature, [C] 
Include Oxygen current, [microamps] 
Include Oxygen, temperature, [C] 
Include Voltage 2; {Fluorescence 680} 
Include Voltage 3; {Fluorescence 590} 
Include Voltage 4; {Fluorescence 750} 
Include Voltage 5; {Transmission 490} 
Include Number Scans 
Include Oxygen [mIll] 
Include Salinity [PSU] 
Include Oxygen Saturation [mIll] 
Include Potential Temperature [ITS-90] [C] 
Include Sigma-Theta [kg/n12] 
Include Geopotential Anomaly [m2/s2] 
Output Parameters 
Output ASCII Header = 
Output ASCII Data = 
Output Scans Marked Bad = 
Label Data Columns = 
Number of Lines per Page = 
Column Separator = 
Add First Column = 
First Colunln Name = 
First Column Value = 
MLML Tech Pub 94-2 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Don't label columns 
50 
Spaces 
No 
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Appendix 1. 
Sample SBEnnnnP.HDR header file: 
SBE0024P.HDR 
* Sea-Bird SBE 9 Raw Data File: 
* FileName = C:\NOAA\MOCE3\CTDRAW\SBE0024.DAT 
* Software Version 4.203 
* Temperature SN = 1639 
* Conductivity SN = 1380 
* Number of Bytes Per Scan = 21 
* Number of Voltage Words = 3 
* System UpLoad Time = Nov 12 1994 21:11:00 
* Cruise: MOCE-3 Vessel: Moana Wave 
* Station: 14 - Midway Nehoa to Lehua 
* Position: 22*42.2' N 161*07.9' W 
* Air/Sea/Sky: 17kts 45*T / 5ft 7sec / 95% St 
* Observers: Feinholz Gashler Flora 
* Secchi/Munsell: Not Yet 
* %T Aircal: 3.465 VDC 
* rainy, overcast, 510 mbottom 
# nquan = 20 
# nvalues = 199 
# units = metric 
# name 0 = scan: scan number 
# name 1 = timeS: time [seconds]

# name 2 = cOS/m: conductivity [S/m]

# name 3 = t090: temperature, ITS-90 [deg C]

# name 4 = pr: pressure [decibars]
 
# name 5 = ptemp: pressure temperature [deg C]

# name 6 = oxC: oxygen, current [microamps]

# name 7 = oxT: oxygen, temperature [deg C]

# name 8 = v2: voltage, number 2
 
# name 9 = v3: voltage, number 3
 
# name 10 = v4: voltage, number 4
 
# name 11 = v5: voltage, number 5
 
# name 12 = oxML/L: oxygen [ml per liter]

# name 13 = salOO: salinity, PSS-78 [PSU]

# name 14 = oxsatML/L: oxygen saturation [ml per liter]

# name 15 = potemp090: potential temperature, ITS-90 [deg C]

# name 16 = sigma-GOO: density, sigma-theta [kg/mA 3]

# name 17 = gpa: geopotential anomaly

# name 18 = flag: O.OOOe+OO
 
# name 19 = nbin: number of scans per bin
 
# span 0 = 67, 18675
 
# span 1 = 2.767, 778.088
 
# span 2 = 4.388326, 5.377082
 
# span 3 = 16.2310, 25.7116
 
# span 4 = 4.000, 202.000
 
# span 5 = 23.19, 23.40
 
# span 6 = 0.58594. 0.93498 
# span 7 = 18.17698, 26.28860 
# span 8 = -0.003, 0.475 
# span 9 = -0.000, 0.001 
# span 10 = -0.030, 3.777 
# span 11 = 3.693. 3.887 
# span 12 = 4.29311. 4.65765 
# span 13 = 34.6994. 35.1522 
# span 14 = 4.67057, 5.56030 
# span 15 = 16.1987, 25.7070 
# span 16 = 23.0882, 25.4708 
# span 17 = 0.000, 7.489 
# span 18 = O.OOOe+OO, O.OOOe+OO 
# span 19 = 0.0000. 21.0000 
# interval = decibars: 1 
# start time = Nov 12 1994 21:11:00 
# bad fTag = -9.990e-29 
# serTal numbers = to:1639, cO:1380, pr:51913, ox:130357, upolyO:MLML_Fluorometer, er:Martek Transmissometer 
# datcnv-date = Jan 07 1995 17:55:11, 4.203 
# datcnv-in = SBE0024.DAT MOCE3.CON 1639 1380 51913 
# datcnv-skipover = a 
# alignctd date = Jan 07 1995 17:58:37. 4.203 
# alignctd=in = SBE0024D.CNV 
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# alignctd cand adv secs = 0.073. 0.000 
# alignctd-temp-adv-secs = 0.000. 0.000 
# alignctd-axygen aav secs = 3.000. 0.000 
# alignctd-uservar inaex adv secs= -1 0.000 
# wi 1dedit-date = Jan 07-1995 18:00:35. 4.203 
# wildedit-in = SBE0024A.CNV 
# wildedit-pass1 nstd = 2.0 
# wildedit-pass2-nstd = 20.0 
# wildedit-npaint = 100 
# wildedit-vars = timeS cOS/m t090 pr ptemp axC axT v2 v3 v4 v5 
# wildedit-excl bad scans = yes
# celltm date =-Jan-07 1995 18:02:50. 4.203 
# celltm-in = SBE0024W.CNV 
# celltm-alpha = 0.0300. 0.0000 
# celltm-tau = 9.0000. 0.0000 
# filter-date = Jan 07 1995 18:04:50. 4.203 
# filter-in = SBE0024C.CNV 
# filter-low pass tc A = 0.030 
# filter-low-pass-tc-B = 0.150 
# filter-low-pass-A vars = tOgO
# filter-low-pass-B-vars = timeS 
# loapedTt date =-Jan 07 1995 18:09:16. 4.203 
# laopedit-in = SBE0024F.CNV 
# loopedit-minVelocity = 0.250 
# loapedit-excl bad scans = yes
# derive date =-Jan-07 1995 18:11:58. 4.203 
# derive-in = SBE0024L.CNV MOCE3.CON 
# derive-time window dacdt = seconds: 2 
# binavg-date-= Jan TI7 1995 18:14:11. 4.203 
# binavg-in = SBE0024V.CNV 
# binavg-bintype = Pressure Bins 
# binavg-binsize = 1.00 
# binavg-excl bad scans = yes
# binavg-downcast-only = no 
# binavg-skipover-= 0 
# binavg-surface bin = yes. min = 0.300. max = 0.500. value = 0.000 
# split aate = Jan 07 1995 18:14:58. 4.203 
# split-in = SBE0024B.CNV 
# split-excl bad scans = yes
# derive date = Jan 07 1995 18:15:04. 4.203 
# derive-in = SBE0024S.CNV MOCE3.CON 
# file type = binary 
*END* ­
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Appendix 2. 
Sample SBEnnnn.DAT file. Data contained in this file and the SBEnnnn.ASC file are identical. The 
SBEnnnn.ASC file contains none of the header information preceded by the exclamation mark. 
SEASOFT nlissing value codes of -9.9ge-29 are replaced by the IEEE and MLML_DBASE single 
precision value of 1.7011E+38. 
SBEOO24P.DAT 
! File: SBE0024P.DAT 
! 19 Variables, 199 Data Elements 
! 
! Cruise: MOCE-3 Vessel: Moana Wave 
Station: 14 - Midway Nehoa to Lehua 
21:11 (GMT) Nov 12 1994 21 Position: 22 42.2' N 161*07.9' W
 
Air/Sea/Sky: 17kts 45*T / 5ft
 
Observers: Feinho1z Gash1er
 
Secchi/Munse11: Not Yet
 
%T Aircal: 3.465 VDC
 
rainy, overcast, 510 m bottom
 
Recorded: 18:11:58 07-Jan-95
 
Aux: 0024 3 22.703 -161.132 5 34649.883 a a a a a 0 a a a 
Col 1: scan: scan number
 
Col 2: timeS: time [seconds]
 
Col 3: cOS/m: conductivity [S/m]

Col 4: t090: temperature, ITS-90 [deg C]

Col 5: pr: pressure [decibars]
 
Col 6: ptemp: pressure temperature [deg C]

Col 7: oxC: oxygen, current [microamps]

Col 8: oxT: oxygen, temperature [deg C]

Col 9: v2: Fluorescence 490/680 (adu)

Col 10: v3: Fluorescence 490/740 (adu)

Col 11: v4: Fluorescence 490/590 (adu)

Col 12: v5: Transmission 490 (adu)

Col 13: oxML/L: oxygen [m1 per liter]

Col 14: sa100: salinity, PSS-78 [PSU]

Col 15: oxsatML/L: oxygen saturation [m1 per liter]

Col 16: potemp090: potential temperature, ITS-90 [deg C]
 
! Col 17: sigma-GOO: density, sigma-theta [kg/mA 3] 
! Col 18: gpa: geopotentia1 anomaly
, Col 19: nbin: number of scans per bin 
! 
! Min Max Tck T/L Dec Aux Fmt Typ 
! Sc1 1: 0.00 19000.00 1900.00 2 0 0 11.0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 
! Sc1 2: 0.00 800.00 80.00 2 0 a 11.3 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 
! Sc1 3: 3.00 6.00 0.50 2 1 0 11.6 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
! Sc1 4: 15.00 30.00 1.50 2 0 0 11.4 a a a a a a a 0 
! Scl 5: 0.00 210.00 21.00 2 0 0 11.3 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 6: 20.00 25.00 0.50 2 0 0 11.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 7: 0.00 1.00 0.10 2 2 0 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 8: 15.00 30.00 1.50 2 0 a 11.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Sc1 9: 0.00 5.00 0.50 2 0 0 11.3 a 0 0 0 0 a a 0 
! Scl 10: 0.00 5.00 0.50 2 0 0 11.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 11: 0.00 5.00 0.50 2 a a 11.3 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a 
! Scl 12: 0.00 5.00 0.50 2 0 a 11.3 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 a 
! Scl 13: 0.00 6.00 0.50 2 0 a 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
! Scl 14: 34.00 35.50 0.25 2 1 0 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 15: 0.00 6.00 0.50 2 0 a 11.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
! Scl 16: 0.00 5.00 0.50 2 0 a 11.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 17: 22.00 27.00 0.50 2 0 a 11.4 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! Scl 18: 0.00 20.00 2.00 2 0 0 11.3 0 a a a a a a 0 
! Scl 19: 0.00 25.00 5.00 1 0 a 11.0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 
! 
67 2.767 5.374850 25.7066 4.000 23.19 0.92014 26.20273 -0.001 
4.337E-18 -0.000 3.753 4.34969 34.9534 4.67093 25.7057 23.0896 0.000 9.0000 
1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 194.000 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 
1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 1.7011E+38 7.279 
1.7011E+38 0.0000 
18675 778.088 4.388326 16.2310 202.000 23.40 0.58594 18.17698 0.005 
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4.337E-18 0.029 3.887 4.47691 34.6994 5.56030 16.1987 25.4708 7.489 19.0000
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Appendix 3. 
SBEnnnnP.BTL file. 
* Sea-Bird SBE 9 Raw Data File: 
* FileName = C:\NOAA\MOCE3\CTDRAW\SBE0024.DAT 
* Software Version 4.203 
* Temperature SN = 1639 
* Conductivity SN = 1380 
* Number of Bytes Per Scan = 21 
* Number of Voltage Words = 3 
* System UpLoad Time = Nov 12 1994 21:11:00 
* Cruise: MOCE-3 Vessel: Moana Wave 
* Station: 14 - Midway Nehoa to Lehua 
* Position: 22*42.2' N 161*07.9' W 
* Air/Sea/Sky: 17kts 45*T / 5ft 7sec / 95% St 
* Observers: Feinholz Gashler Flora 
* Secchi/Munsell: Not Yet 
* %T Aircal: 3.465 VDC 
* rainy, overcast, 510 m bottom 
# interval = seconds: 0.0416667 
# start time = Nov 12 1994 21:11:00 
# seriaT numbers = to:1639, cO:1380, pr:51913, ox:130357, upolyO:MLML Fluorometer, er:Martek Transmissometer 
# datcnv-date = Jan 07 1995 17:55:11, 4.203 ­
# datcnv-in = SBE0024.DAT MOCE3.CON 1639 1380 51913 
# datcnv-bottle scan range source = C:\SEASOFT\DATA\SBE0024.BSR 
# rossLlm-date =-Jan U7 1995 18:15:09, 4.203 
# rossum-in = SBE0024D.ROS MOCE3.CON 
BottTe Date OxML/L OxsatML/L SalOO Scan TimeS COS/m T090 
Pr Ptemp OxC OxT V2 V3 V4 V5 Nbf 
Position Time 
1 Nov 12 1994 4.45181 5.55349 34.7118 20577 857.333 4.395442 16.2894 
201.022 23.42 0.57943 17.67795 0.000 0.000 0.002 3.890 1 (avg)
21:25:18	 14 0.595 0.002455 0.0240 
0.175	 0.00 0.00055 0.00550 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.001 o (sdev)
20553 856.333 4.393159 16.2675 
200.603 23.41 0.57840 17.67239 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.888 1 (mi n)
20601 858.333 4.403325 16.3585 
201.298 23.42 0.58019 17.68328 0.010 0.000 0.027 3.891 1 (max) 
10 Nov 12 1994 4.36397 4.66898 34.9531 63799 2658.250 5.377407 25.7313 
4.294 23.20 0.92476 26.32127 0.004 0.000 0.003 3.742 10 (avg)
21:09:49	 14 0.595 0.000332 0.0033 
0.178 5.814e-07 0.00057 3.74ge-07 0.009 0.000 0.013 0.010 o (sdev)
63775 2657.250 5.376777 25.7250 
3.949 23.20 0.92338 26.32127 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.707 10 (min)
63823 2659.250 5.377854 25.7356 
4.547 23.20 0.92548 26.32127 0.037 0.000 0.072 3.751 10 (max) 
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Appendix 4. 
SEASOFT Configuration files corresponding to parameters described above. These files are shown 
here as a trouble shooting last resort. 
MOCE3.CON 
1380 
4.1 1.73655556e-005 4.70506565e-00I -4.03670624e+000 -3.59323607e-005 O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO 
2000.0000 0.0000 1.00000000 0.00000 
1639 
5937.000 3.6809654ge-003 6.00500852e-004 1.46109558e-005 2.00955076e-006 1.00000000 0.0000 
0.0 O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO 
0.0000 0.0000 1.00000000 0.00000 
0.000 O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOe+OOO 1.00000000 0.0000 
51913 
3.017052e+00l -4.586900e-004 4.286610e-006 2.877750e-009 
-4.092341e+004 -4. 188550e-00I 1.182770e-002 O.OOOOOOe+OOO 
3.459700e-002 O.OOOOOOe+OOO 1.00000000 0.000 130 1.137000e-002 -8.208190e+OOO 
130357 
2.4484e-007 -6.7087e-Ol0 8.9212 -6.9889 2.4089 -0.033 
0.67 1.50e-004 2.0 -0.0184 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.000 
1.000000e+000 0.000 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 0.0 
0.00 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.0000 O.OOOOOe+OOO 
0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO 
O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOOOOe+OOO 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
o 21 6 8 147 24.000000000000 0.000000000000 
o 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 3 1 57 0 58 0 13 0 59 0 14 0 
13 0 14 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 
13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 13 0 
o 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 
280 
5 2 1 670 0 0 0 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 
0.000000 1.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 
07-Jul-1994 
06-Jul-1994 
05-Apr-1994
20-Jul-1994 
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O.OOOOe+OOO O.OOOOe+OOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 
0.00 O.OOe+OOO 0.0 0.0000 
MLML Fluorometer 450/680
23-0ct-1994 
0.00000000 1.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
MLML Fluorometer 450/590
23-0ct-1994 
0.00000000 1.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
MLML Transmissometer 490 
23-0ct-1994 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0 
0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 a 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 
1129 1.000 0.000 
MARKSCAN.CON 
SBE0024.MRK 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
-24 48 
DATCNV.CON 
SBE0024
 
MOCE3.CON
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\
 
469 a 0.00 a 1 1021 1 0.000000 3.000000 25 0.000 0.0000 1.000 300.000
 
26 a 30 0 1 0 0 256 2 0 24 0 3 0 3 1 32 2 32 3 
32 4 32 5 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 a 35 0 35 0 
SBE0024.BSR 
ALIGNCTD.CON 
SBE0024D.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.0730 0.0000 3.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
WILDEDIT.CON 
SBE0024A.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
2.0 20.0 100 1 
0111111 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
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CELLTM.CON 
SBE0024W.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.0300 9.0000 0.0300 9.0000 
FILTER.CON 
SBE0024C.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.03000 0.15000 
267 717 267 716 267 267 267 267 267 267 
267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 
267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 267 
267 267 
LOOPEDIT.CON 
SBE0024F.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.25000 1 0 300.00000 20.00000 
DERIVEl.CON 
SBE0024L.CNV MOCE3.CON 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.000000 
2.000000 2.000000 0.000 0.0000 1.000 300.000 
3 2 25 50 35 a 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 a 35 0 35 0 
BINAVG.CON 
SBE0024V.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
288 1.000000 
1 1 
o 1 0.300000 0.500000 0.000000 
DERIVE2.CON 
SBE0024L.CNV MOCE3.CON 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.000000 
2.000000 2.000000 0.000 0.0000 1.000 300.000 
3 2 25 50 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 a 
35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
SPLIT.CON 
SBE0024B.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
1 1 
DERIVE2.CON 
SBE0024S.CNV MOCE3.CON 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
0.000000 
2.000000 2.000000 0.000 0.0000 1.000 300.000 
45 2 23 256 18 16434 20 0 35 0 35 0 35 a 35 0 35 0 35 0 
35 a 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
ROSSUM.CON 
SBE0024D.ROS MOCE3.CON 
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C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
3 2 45 2 25 50 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 35 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 0 000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 
ASCIIOUT.CON 
SBE0024P.CNV 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
C:\SEASOFT\DATA\ 
1 1 958 1 1 50 503 593 
o 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 
11111 III 1 1 1 III 1 
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Appendix 5. 
Fortran90 source code for conversion of SeaBird CTD data format to MLML DBASE. 
!**************************************************************************** 
PROGRAM MLMLHDR 
5 January 1995 
W. Broenkow 
First use of NDP Fortran 90 
Rev 24 Apr 1995 fixed fluorescence headers
 
This program reads ASCII headers from SBEnnnnP.HDR files, writes them to
 
SBEnnnnP.DAT; opens the SBEnnnnP.ASC file and appends that data line by
line to SBEnnnnP.DAT. The .DAT file is imported directly into MLML_DBASE.
 
The simplest way to run this programs is from the command line
 
C:> mlmlhdr -ic:\seasoft\data\sbe0024 
the *.ASC and *.DAT files will be used by default. 
!**************************************************************************** 
IMPLICIT NONE
 
INTEGER :: I,J,K,L,M,N,NH=58, LINE, NARG, IN ERR, ERR, MAXLINE
 
INTEGER :: IOS(3), STATUS, W,H,A, WIN ­
INTEGER :: NARGS, CHECK INFILE, create text window ! functions 
CHARACTERCLEN=256) .. IN HEADERS(256) - ­
CHARACTERCLEN=256) .. OUT HEADERS(58)
CHARACTERCLEN=256) .. LINEBUF, ARG(6)
CHARACTERCLEN=80) .. HDR INFILE, ASC INFILE, OAT OUTFILE, DUMMY 
LOGICAL .. DEBUG = .FALSE.~ FOUND = .FALSE.
 
HDR INFILE = ' ,

ASC-INFILE = ' ,
DAr-OUTFILE = ' ,
 
NARG = NARGS() - 1
 
1: GET FILENAME EITHER THROUGH COMMAND LINE OR MENU 
IF CNARG .GT. 0) THEN 
DO I = 1,NARG ! Scan for debug flag first 
CALL GETARGCI,ARGCI))
CALL UPPERCASECARGCI))
J = INDEXCARGCI), '-0')
IF CJ .GT. 0) THEN 
DEBUG = .TRUE. 
ENDIF 
ENDDO
 
DO I = 1,NARG ! Scan for help next
 
J = INDEXCARGCI), '7')
IF CJ .GT. 0) THEN 
CALL HELPC)
NARG = 0 ! allow program to continue with prompts
ENDIF ! so set NARG to 0 and allow use of menu 
J = INDEXCARGCI), '-H')
IF CJ .GT. 0) THEN 
CALL HELPC)
NARG = 0 ! allow program to continue with prompts
ENDIF ! so set NARG to 0 and allow use of menu 
ENDDO
 
! Look for a proper input file name SBE, nnnn, <P, .HDR optional>

DO I = 1,NARG ! Scan for input file name 
J = INDEXCARGCI), '-I')
IF CJ .GT. 0) THEN 
FOUND = .TRUE. ! found the -i input fi 1e swi tch 
HDR INFILE = ARGCI)C3:LEN TRIMCARGCI))
IN ERR = CHECK INFILECHDR-INFILE, 'HDR' ,DEBUG)
IF-CIN ERR .G~ 0) THEN ­
NARG-= 0 ! When NARG = 0 use menu 
ELSE 
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L = LEN TRIMCHDR INFILE)
ASC INFTLE = HDR-INFILECI:L-3)jj'ASC'
DAT-OUTFILE = HDR INFILE(I:L-3)jj'DAT'
ENDIF- ­
ENDIF
 
ENDDO ! Check all ARGCI)
IF C.NOT.CFOUND)) THEN 
PRINT *, '*' 
PRINT *, '*' 
PRINT *, 'ERROR: No -i input file switch found on corrmand line ... ' 
PRINT *, '*' 
PRINT *, '*' 
NARG = 0 
ENDIF 
IF (DEBUG) THEN 
L = LEN TRIMCHDR INFILE)
IF (L .EO. 0) THEN 
DUMMY = 'none'
 
L = 4
 
ELSE
 
DUMMY = HDR INFILE 
ENDIF ­
PRINT *, 'Header Input File: , ,DUMMY C1:L)
L = LEN TRIMCASC INFILE)
IF CL .EO. 0) THEN 
DUMMY = 'none'
 
L = 4
 
ELSE
 
DUMMY = ASC INFILE 
L = LEN TRIA(DUMMY)
ENDIF ­
PRINT *, 'ASCII I~put File: , ,DUMMY (1:L)
L = LEN TRIM(DAT OUTFILE)
IF CL .EO. 0) THEN 
DUMMY = 'none' 
L = 4 
ELSE 
DUMMY = OAT OUTFILE 
L = LEN TRIA(DUMMY)
ENDIF ­
PRINT *, 'MLML DBASE Output File: , ,DUMMY C1:L) 
ENDIF ­
ENDIF ! input arguments define file names 
IF (NARG .EO. 0) THEN ! Use menu to enter file name 
10 call beep
PRINT* 
WRITEC6,1000) 'MLMLHDR: Translate Sea-Bird CTD files to MLML DBASE format' 
PRINT* 
WRITEC6,1000) 'Enter: Path and CTD Root Filename eg C:\CTDDAT\SBE0024P' 
READ '(A)', HDR INFILE 
IN ERR = CHECK INFILECHDR INFILE, 'HDR' ,DEBUG)
IF-CIN ERR .NE~ 0) THEN ­
PRINT *, 'FILE NAME ERROR' 
GOTO 10 
ENDIF 
L = LEN TRIMCHDR INFILE)
ASC INFTLE = HDR INFILE(I:L-3)jj'ASC'
DAr-OUTFILE = HDR-INFILECI:L-3)jj'DAT' 
ENDIF ! end of manual filename input 
2: OPEN FILES 
OPEN CUNIT = 1, & 
FILE = HDR INFILE, & 
STATUS =-'old' , & 
ERR = 30, & 
ACTION = 'read', & 
IOSTAT = IOSCl) ) 
OPEN (UNIT = 2, & 
FILE = ASC_INFILE, & 
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STATUS = 'old', & 
ERR = 30, & 
ACTION = 'read', & 
IOSTAT = IOS(2) ) 
Notice use of UNFORMATTED to produce ASCII file with CR/LF record delimiters 
OPEN CUNIT = 3,	 & 
FILE = OAT OUTFILE, & 
FORM = 'unformatted', & 
STATUS = 'unknown', & 
ERR = 30, & 
ACTION = 'write', & 
IOSTAT = IOS(3) ) 
3:	 READ HEADERS FROM SBEnnnnP.HDR
 
MAXLINE = 0
 
DOWHILE CTRIMCLINEBUF) .NE. "*END*")
READ CUNIT = 1, FMT = 'CA)', END = 40) LINEBUF 
MAXLINE = MAXLINE + 1 
IN	 HEADERSCMAXLINE) = TRIMCLINEBUF)
IF-CDEBUG) WRITEC6,1005) MAXLINE, TRIMCIN HEADERSCMAXL1NE))
ENDDO	 ­
CLOSE CUNIT = 1)
IFCDEBUG) WRITEC6,1001) 'Number of Lines in *.HDR =' ,MAXLINE 
! 4: MAKE HEADERS 
CALL MAKE_HEADERSCIN_HEADERS,ASC_INFILE,MAXLINE,OUT_HEADERS) 
IF CDEBUG) THEN 
DO I = I,NH ! NH number of headers = 58 for standard CTD data 
IF CMODCI,22) .EO. 0) THEN 
PRINT *, 'Press ENTER to Continue ... ' 
READC*, 'CA)') LINEBUF
 
ENDIF
 
PRINT *,OUT HEADERSCI)Cl:LEN TRIMCOUT HEADERSCI)))ENDDO - -­
ENDIF
 
5: WRITE HEADERS to *.DAT FILE 
!	 Notice that the trick to write strings is to use UNFORMATTED in the OPEN statement 
! The other lesson to remember is to avoid the leading space from IX that is not needed 
! when writing to a string. That space makes the MLML CONVERT program bomb! 
DO I = I,NH	 ­
WRITECUNIT=3, FMT='CA)') OUT HEADERS(1)Cl:LEN TRIMCOUT HEADERSCI)))ENDDO	 - -­
6: READ ASCII DATA from *.ASC FILE and APPEND to *.DAT FILE 
The only way out of this loop is by the END statement in READ *.ASC 
DO 
READ CUNIT=2,FMT='CA)' ,END=20) LINEBUF 
CALL UPPERCASECLINEBUF)	 ! make 1.23e-07 1.23E-07 as required by VMS FORTRN 
DO 
1= INDEXCLINEBUF,C' -9.990E-29'))
IF (I .EO. 0) EXIT 
LINEBUFCI:I+I0) = ' 1.7011E+38' ! replace Sea-Bird NaN with IMSL and PLOT 
ENDDO 
WRITE(UNIT=3,FMT='CA)') LINEBUFCl:LEN TRIM(LINEBUF))
ENODO ­
20 WRITEC6,FMT=1006) OAT OUTFILECl:LEN TRIM(DAT OUTFILE)),' processed OK' 
CLOSECUNIT = 2) - --

CLOSEeUNIT = 3)

GOTO 9999 
30 CALL BEEP 
DO I = 1,3
IF (IOSeI) .NE. 0) THEN 
WRITEe6,1002) 'ERROR IN OPENING... ' 
IF (I .EO. 1 ) WRITE(6,1003) HOR INFILE 
IF (I .EO. 2 ) WRITEC6,1003) ASC-INFILE 
IF (I .EO. 3 ) WRITEC6,1003) DAT-OUTFILE 
ENDIF	 ­
WRITEe6,1004) 'ERROR =', 10Sel)
ENOOO 
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GOTO 9999 
40 CALL BEEP 
WRITE(6,1001) 'End of file found before *END* marker' 
9999 PRINT *, 'EXIT from MLMLHDR' 
999 FORMAT (lX,24/)
1000 FORMAT (lX,A)
1001 FORMAT (lX,A,I8)
1002 FORMAT C1X,A,10X,$)
1003 FORMAT C'+' ,A,$)
1004 FORMAT C'+' ,A,I6)
1005 FORMAT C1X,I4,lX,A)
1006 FORMAT C1X,A,A) 
END PROGRAM MLMLHDR 
!**************************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE HELPC)
IMPLICIT NONE 
PRINT *, 'MLMLHDR reads ASCII headers from Sea-Bird SBEnnnnP.HDR files and ASCII' 
PRINT *, ' data from SBEnnnnP.ASC files. It produces a SBEnnnnP.DAT file' 
PRINT *, ' that can be read by the MLML DBASE program. ' 
PRINT * ­
PRINT *, 'Use MLMLHDR as... mlmlhdr -iSBE0024P.HDR'
 
PRINT *, ' or... mlmlhdr -ic:\seasoft\data\SBE0024' 
PRINT * ' or... mlmlhdr' 
PRINT * 
PRINT *, ' The -d debug switch enables printing of data stream.' 
PRINT *, ' The -i input switch precedes the data file name.' 
PRINT *, , The -h help switch or ? produces this help screen. ' 
PRINT * 
END SUBROUTINE HELP 
!**************************************************************************** 
INTEGER FUNCTION CHECK_INFILECARG,EXTEN,DEBUG) 
Check the validity of the input SBEnnnnP.HDR input file name 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CHARACTER .. CHR*l, EXTEN*3, TYPE*ll 
CHARACTERCLEN=*) .. ARG 
CHARACTER(LEN=80) .. TEMP STR, FILENM, PATH, HDR INFILE 
CHARACTERCLEN=24) .. BLURB = ' FILE NAME ERROR .. -' 
INTEGER .. J,L 
LOGICAL .. DEBUG, NOTDIGIT = .FALSE.
 
HDR INFILE = ARGC1:LEN TRIMCARG»
 
CAL[ UPPERCASECHDR INFTLE)
L = LEN TRIMCHDR INFILE)
J = L - ­
CHR = ' ,
 
DO 
CHR = HDR INFILEeJ:J)
IF CCHRC f:1) .EQ. ' \') THEN 
PATH = HDR INFILEC1:J)
FILENM = HDR-INFILECJ+1:L)
EXIT ­
ELSEIF CJ .EQ. 1) THEN
 
PATH =" 
FILENM = HDR INFILEC1:L)
EXIT ­
ELSE
 
J = J - 1
 
ENDIF
 
ENDDO
 
IF CDEBUG) THEN
 
PRINT*,'CHECK INFILE: ' 
PRINT*, , FiTename: ' ,fi 1enm( 1: 1en trimCfi 1enm» 
PRINT*, , Path: ' ,pathC1: 1en_trimCpath»
PRINT *, 'Press ENTER to Continue ... ' 
READe*, 'eA)') temp str 
ENDIF ­
CHECK INFILE = 0
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IF CLEN TRIMCFILENM) .LT. 7) THEN 
CHECK-INFILE = 8 
PRINr-*, EXTEN,BLURB, 'must be of form SBE1234' 
RETURN 
ENOIF 
IF CFILENMC1:3) .NE. 'SBE') THEN 
PRINT*,EXTEN,BLURB, 'SBE prefix is required' 
CHECK INFILE = 1 
ENOIF ­
DO J = 4,7

IF CINOEXC'0123456789' ,FILENMCJ:J)) .EO. 0) THEN 
NOTOIGIT = .TRUE. 
ENOIF 
ENOOO 
IF CNOTOIGIT) THEN 
PRINT*,EXTEN,BLURB, 'must contain 4 digits 0-9' 
CHECK INFILE = CHECK INFILE + 2 ENOIF - ­
IF CLEN TRIMCFILENM) .EO. 7) THEN
 
FILENAC8:8) = 'P' 
ENOIF 
IF CFILENMC8:8) .NE. 'P') THEN 
PRINT*,EXTEN,BLURB, 'P suffix is required' 
CHECK INFILE = CHECK INFILE + 4 
ENOIF - ­
TEMP STR = FILENMC1:8)//'. '//EXTENC1:3)

FILENM = TEMP STRC1:LEN TRIMCTEMP STR))
ARG = PATHC1:LEN_TRIMCPATR))//FILENAC1:LEN_TRIMCFILENM)) ! return parsed file name through argument 
END FUNCTION CHECK INFILE 
!*****************~********************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE UPPERCASECSTRING)
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER :: I,C
CHARACTERCLEN=*) :: STRING 
DO I=l,LEN TRIMCSTRING)
C= IACHARCSTRINGCI:I))
IF CCC .LT. 123) .ANO. CC .GT. 96)) THEN 
STRINGCI:I) = CHARCC-32)
ENOIF 
ENOOO 
END SUBROUTINE UPPERCASE 
!**************************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE MAKE_HEADERSCIN_HEADERS,ASC_INFILE,MAXLINE,DUT_HEAOERS) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CHARACTERCLEN=256) .. IN HEADERSC*), OUT HEAOERS(*), LINEBUF 
CHARACTERCLEN=80) .. ASr INFILE, PATH, FILENM, STRBUF 
CHARACTER .. CHR~l, SARG*80, ELE*10, VAR*10, POS*80, MON*3 
CHARACTER .. REC*80, OATE*80, TIME*80, START*80, POSBUF*80 
INTEGER .. I,J,K,L,MAXLINE, NH, NVAR, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, YR, HR, MN, CTO 
INTEGER .. T L, DEC, TYP, UNIT OUT 
REAL .. MIN, MAX, TICK, AUX~ FMT, LAT, LONG, LO, LM 
REAL*8 .. OJUL_OATE, JUL 
LINEBUF = ASC INFILE 
remove path from file name 
L = LEN TRIMCASC INFILE)
J = L - ­
CHR = ' ,
 
DO
 
IF C. NOT. CCCHR .NE. '\') .AND. CJ .GT. 0))) EX IT avoiding use of OOWHILE 
CHR = ASC INFILECJ:J)
J = J - 1­
ENOOO
 
PATH = ASC INFILECl:J+l)
FILENM = ASC-INFILECJ+2:L)
 
Tediously parse the SEASOFT headers to form the MLML headers
 
OUT HEADERSCl) = '! File: '//FILENMCl:LEN TRIMCFILENM)-3)//'OAT'

REAUCFILENMC4:LEN_TRIMCFILENM)-5),*) CTO - ! save the CTD # for Aux array 
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SARG = '# nquan' ! The trick here is to pass the string
CALL SCANCIN HEADERS,SARG,MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
VAR = LINEBDFCIO:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))
READCFMT=*,UNIT=VAR) N VAR ! Get integer value for # of variables 
SARG = '# nvalues' ­
CALL SCANCIN HEADERS,SARG,MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
ELE = LINEBDFC12:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))
OUT HEADERS(2) ='! '/7VARCl:LEN TRIMCVAR))//' Variables, ·//eleCl:len_trimCele)) & 
/7' Data Elements' ­
OUT HEADERS(3) ='! ·
 
OUrHEADERS(4) ='! '//IN HEADERS(9)C3:LEN TRIMCIN HEADERS(9)))
OUr=HEADERSCS) ='! '//IN=HEADERSCIO)C3:LEN_TRIMCIN_HEADERSCIO)))
 
SARG = '* Position:'
 
CALL SCANCIN HEADERS,SARG,MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
POS = LINEBUFCl:LEN_TRIMCLINEBUF)) 
! Parse +/- Latitude degrees.minutes
J = INDEXCPOS, '*')
POSCJ:J) = ' , ! Get rid of initial *
 
J = INDEXCPOS, '*') ! J is in Latitude
 
POS CJ :J) = ' , ! Get ri d of * in Lat itude
 
STRBUF = POSCJ-3:J-l)

READCSTRBUF,*) LD 
STRBUF = POSCJ+l:J+4)
READCSTRBUF,*) LM 
J = INDEXCPOS, 'N')
K= INDEXCPOS, 'S')
IF CJ .NE. 0) THEN 
LAT = + CLD + LM/60)
ENDIF 
IF CK .NE. 0) THEN 
LAT = -CLD + LM/60)
ENDIF
 
Parse +/- Longitude degrees.minutes

J = INDEXCPOS, '*') ! J is in Longitude
STRBUF = POSCJ-3:J-l)
READCSTRBUF,*) LD 
STRBUF = POSCJ+l:J+4)
READCSTRBUF,*) LM 
J = INDEXCPOS, 'E')
K= INDEXCPOS, 'W')
IF CJ .NE. 0) THEN 
LONG = + CLD + LM/60)
ENDIF 
IF CK .NE. 0) THEN 
LONG = -CLD + LM/60)
ENDIF
 
print*, 'Latitude ',lat

print*, 'Longitude' ,long
 
pause
 
SARG = '# start time' 
CALL SCANCIN HEATIERS,SARG,MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
START = LINEBUFCl:LEN_TRIMCLINEBUF))
 
J = INDEXCSTART, '=')

MONCl:3) = STARTCJ+2:J+4)
CALL UPPERCASECMONCl:3))
L = INDEXC'JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOCTNOVDEC' ,MONCl:3))
MONTH = CL+2)/3
STRBUF = STARTCJ+6:J+7)
READCSTRBUF,*) DAY 
STRBUF = STARTCJ+9:J+12)
READCSTRBUF,*) YEAR
 
J = INDEXCSTART,' :')

TIME = STARTCJ-2:J+2)//' CGMT) ,
 
K = INDEXCSTART, '=')

TIME = TIMECl:LEN TRIMCTIME))//STARTCK+l:L-2)
READCTIMECl:2),*) RR 
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READCTIMEC4:S),*) MN 
JUL = DJUL DATECYEAR,MONTH,DAY)-DJUL DATEC1900,1,0)

JUL = JUL :+: DBLECHR)/24 + DBLECMN)/1440 ! Julian Days from °Jan 1900
 
!print *, 'year month day hr mn' 
!print *, year,month,day,hr,mn
!print *, 'julian days from °Jan 1900' 
!print *, jul
!pause 
OUT HEADERS(6) = '! '1ITIMEC1:LEN TRIMCTIME))II' '1IPOSC1:LEN TRIMCPOS))
OUT-HEADERS(7) ='! 'IIIN HEADERST12)C3:LEN TRIMCIN HEADERS(6);)
OUT-HEADERS(8) ='! '1IIN-HEADERS(13)C3:LEN-TRIMCIN-HEADERSC7)))
OUrHEADERS(9) ='! '1IIN-HEADERS(14)C3:LENiRIMCIN-HEADERSC8)))
OUT-HEADERS(10) = '! 'I IIN-HEADERS(15) C3: LEN-TRIMC IN-HEADERS(7)))
OUT=:HEADERS(11) = '! 'I IIN=:HEADERS(16) C3: LEN=:TRIMC IN=:HEADERS(8)))
 
SARG = '# derive date'
 
CALL SCANCIN HEAD[RS,SARG,MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
REC = LINEEUFC1:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))
J = INDEXCREC,': ';
TIME = RECCJ-2:J+5)
K = INDEXCREC, '=')
 
DATE = RECCK+6:K+7)11'-'IIRECCK+2:K+4)11'-'IIRECCK+11:K+12)

OUT HEADERS C12) = '! Recorded:' I I' 'I ITIME C1: LEN TRIMCTIME)) I I' , I IDATE C1: LEN_TRIMC DATE) )
OUT=:HEADERS C13) = '! ' ­
! Form Aux line: CTD#, Process Code, Lat dd.mm, Long dd.mmm, Jul date, Position Type
WRITE COUT HEADERS(14) ,1000) '! Aux:' ,CTD,3,LAT,LONG,5,JUL,0,0,U,0,0,0,0,0,0
1000 FORMATCA,I8.4,I5,F8.3,F9.3,IS,F11.3,9I4) 
OUT_HEADERSC1S) = '! ' 
Form the PLOT Variable Descriptions
DO I=l,N VAR ! I = 1.. 20 Sea-Bird names O.. 19 
IF CI ~LT. 11) THEN 
WRITECSARG, 1001) I-I 
1001 FORMATC'# name' ,12)
ELSE 
WRITECSARG, 1002) I-I 
1002 FORMATC'# name' ,13)
ENDIF 
L = LEN TRIMCSARG)
CALL SCANCIN HEADERS,SARGC1:L),MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
L = INDEXCLINEBUF, '=')
WRITECOUT HEADERSCI+1S) ,1003) I, LINEBUFCL+1:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))
1003 FORMATC'T Col' ,13,':' ,A) ­
L = INDEXCOUT HEADERSCI+15) , 'voltage, number')
SELECT CASE CI-1) ! Sea-Bird variable names 
CASE(8)
LINEBUF = OUT HEADERSCI+15)C1:L-1)
OUT HEADERSCI:+:15)=LINEBUFC1:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))II' Fluorescence 490/680 Cadu)'CASECg) ­
LINEBUF = OUT HEADERSCI+15)C1:L-1)

OUT HEADERSCI+15)=LINEBUFC1:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))II' Fluorescence 490/740 Cadu)'
CASE(IO) ­
LINEBUF = OUT HEADERSCI+15)C1:L-l)
OUT HEADERSCI+15)=LINEBUFCI:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))II' Fluorescence 490/590 Cadu)'
CASECll) ­
LINEBUF = OUT HEADERSCI+15)Cl:L-l)
OUT HEADERSCI+15)=LINEBUFCl:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF))II' Transmission 490 Cadu)'
ENDSELE(T ­
ENDDO
 
Calculate the PLOT scale factors from the Sea-Bird "span" values
 
REAL:: MIN, MAX, TICK, T_L,DEC, AUX, FMT, TYP
 
OUT HEADERS(36) = '! '
 
OU-CHEADERS(37) = '! Min Max Tck TIL Dec Aux Fmt Typ' 
! Make the PLOT scale factors ... in some cases hardline the values 
! in others compute from the "span" values 
DO I=I,N VAR ! I = 1.. 20 Sea-Bird names O.. 19 
IF CI ~LT. 11) THEN 
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WRITECSARG,1004) I-I 
1004 FORMATC'# span' ,12)
ELSE 
WRITECSARG,1005) I-I 
100S FORMAT('# span' ,13)
ENDIF 
L = LEN TRIMCSARG)
CALL SCAN(IN HEADERS,SARGCl:L),MAXLINE,LINEBUF)
L = INDEXCLINEBUF, '=')
STRBUF = LINEBUFCL+1:LEN TRIMCLINEBUF» 
READCSTRBUF,*) MIN,MAX -! for each variable we have SEASOFT min and max values 
1006 FORMATC'! Scl' ,13,':' ,3F11.2,3I5,F6.1,SIS) 
SELECT CASECI) ! PLOT Var # 
CASE(1) ! Scan number round up to nearest 1000 
MIN = 0.0 
MAX = REALC1000*CINTCMAX + 1000)/1000»
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.0; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(2) ! Time Cseconds) ­
MIN = 0.0 
MAX = REALC100*CINTCMAX + 100)/100»
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(3) ! "Conducti vity CS/m) ­
MIN = 3.0
 
MAX = 6.0 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/6
T L = 2; DEC = 1; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.6; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(4) ! Temperature CC) ­
MIN = REALCS*CINTCMIN-0.0)/5»
MAX = REALC5*CINTCMAX+S.0)/S»
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.4; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECS) ! Pressure Cdbar) ­
MIN = REALC10*CINTCMAX+10.0)/10»
MAX = 0 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2: DEC = 0: AUX = 0: FMT = 11.3: TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX.TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(6) ! Pressure Temperature CC) ­
MIN = REALC5*CINTCMIN-0.0)/S»
MAX = REALCS*CINTCMAX+S.O)/S»
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2: DEC = 0: AUX = 0: FMT = 11.2: TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(7) ! vO Oxygen Current CuAmps) ­
MIN = 0
 
MAX = 1 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2: DEC = 2: AUX = 0: FMT = 11.4; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECS) ! vI Oxygen Temperature CC) ­
MIN = REALCS*CINTCMIN-O.O)/S))
MAX = REALCS*CINTCMAX+S.O)/S))
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.S; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(9) ! v2 Fluorescence 490/6S0 Cadu) ­
MIN = 0
 
MAX = 5 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(10) ! v3 Fluorescence 490/740 Cadu) ­
MIN = 0
 
MAX = S 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/lO
T L = 2: DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37),1006) I,MIN,MAX.TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(11) !-v4 Fluorescence 490/590 Cadu) ­
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MIN = 0 
MAX = 5 
TICK = (MAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI2) !-v5 Transmission 490 Cadu) ­
MIN = 0 
MAX = 5 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0: AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI3) !-Oxygen Cml/liter) ­
MIN = 0 
MAX = 6 
TICK = 0.5 
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.4; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI4) !-Salinity Cpsu) ­
MIN = 34
 
MAX = 35.5 
TICK = 0.25 
T L = 2; DEC = 1; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.4; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI5) !-Oxygen Saturation Cml/liter) ­
MIN = 0 
MAX = 6 
TICK = 0.5 
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.5; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI6) !-Potential Temperature, theta CC) ­
MIN = °
 MAX = 5 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.4; TYP = ° 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI7) !-Sigma-Theta Ckg/m63) ­
MIN = 22 
MAX = 27 
TICK = 0.5 
T L = 2; DEC = 0: AUX = 0; FMT = 11.4; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASECI8) !-geopotential anomaly Cdyn m) ­
MIN = 0 
MAX = 20 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.3; TYP = ° 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T_L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(19) !-Bad Flag
MIN = 0 
MAX = 5 
TICK = CMAX-MIN)/10
T L = 2: DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = -11.3; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
CASE(20) '-Number of scans per bin ­
MIN = 0 
MAX = 25 
TICK = 5 
T L = 1; DEC = 0; AUX = 0; FMT = 11.0; TYP = 0 
WRITE COUT HEADERSCI+37) ,1006) I,MIN,MAX,TICK,T_L,DEC,AUX,FMT,TYP,O,O,O,O,O,O,O
END SELECT ­
ENDDO
 
OUT_HEADERS(58) = " '
 
PRINT*, 'Press ENTER to Print Headers to Screen'
 
READ C*, 'CA)') STRBUF
 
DO I = 1,NH ! NH number of headers = 58 for standard CTD data
 
IF CMODCI,22) .EO. 0) THEN 
PRINT *, 'Press ENTER to Continue ... ' 
READC*, 'CA)') LINEBUF 
PRINT *,OUT HEADERSCI)C1:LEN TRIMCOUT HEADERSCI)))ENDIF - -­
ENDDO
 
RETURN 
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END SUBROUTINE MAKE HEADERS 
!******************~******************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE SCANCIN HEADERS, SARG, MAXLINE, LINEBUF)
! This subroutine returns the Sea-Bird header string containing SARG 
! INPUT IN HEADERS contains all the headers from the *.HDR file 
! SAR the string sought in IN HEADERS 
! MAXLINE the number of l-j nes in this fi 1e 
! OUTPUT LINEBUF the SEASOFT header string to be processed 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CHARACTERCLEN=256) .. IN HEADERSC*)
CHARACTER .. SARG*80, LINEBUF*80 
INTEGER .. I,J, MAXLINE 
LOGICAL .. FOUND 
FOUND = .FALSE. 
1=1 
DO I=l,MAXLINE
LINEBUF = IN HEADERSCI)
J = INDEXCLINEBUF,TRIMCSARG))
IF CJ .GT. 0) THEN 
! LINEBUF = TRIMCSARG)
!print*, 'inside SCAN' 
!print*,J,trimCSARG),i ,trimCLINEBUF)
!pause
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDDO 
LINEBUF = 'HEADER NOT FOUND' 
END SUBROUTINE SCAN 
!*************************************************************************** 
REAL*8 FUNCTION DJUL DATECYEAR,MONTH,DAY)
! Converts calendar aate Cyear, month, day) to Julian date. 
! This function cannot be used as a REAL*4, since Julian dates require 
! more than 7 significant digits 
! Taken from MLML Fortran EPHEM ROUTINES. FOR which was taken from PLOT.HPL 
! Richard Reaves -
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER YEAR,MONTH,DAY 
REAL*8 PI, P2, DINT 
INTEGER Y, M 
IF CC MONTH*100 + DAY) .LE. 228) THEN 
M= MONTH + 12 
Y= YEAR - 1 
ELSE 
M= MONTH 
Y= YEAR 
ENDIF 
PI = DBLEC1720994.5) + DINTCDBLEC365.25)*DBLECY)) & 
+ DINTCDBLEC30.6)*DBLECM+1)) & 
+ OBLECOAY)
IF CC Y*10000 + M*100 + DAY) .GT. 15821014) THEN 
P2 = DBLECY)/DBLEC100)
PI = PI - DINTCP2) + DBLE(2) + DINTCP2/DBLE(4))
ENDIF 
DJUL DATE = PI 
RETURN 
END FUNCTION DJUL DATE 
!****************~********************************************************** 
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